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Abstract
We consider scalar delay dierential equations of the form
_x (t) =  x (t) + f (x (t  1)) ;
where  > 0 and f is a nondecreasing C1-function. If  is a xed point of
f : R 3 u 7! f (u) = 2 R with f
0
 () > 1, then [ 1; 0] 3 s 7!  2 R is an
unstable equilibrium. A periodic solution is said to have large amplitude if it
oscillates about at least two xed points   < + of f with f 0 ( ) > 1 and
f 0 (+) > 1. We investigate what type of large-amplitude periodic solutions
may exist at the same time when the number of such xed points (and hence
the number of unstable equilibria) is an arbitrary integer N  2. It is shown
that the number of dierent congurations equals the number of ways in which
N symbols can be parenthesized. The location of the Floquet multipliers of the
corresponding periodic orbits is also discussed.
Keywords: Delay dierential equation, Positive feedback, Large-amplitude
periodic solution, Slow oscillation, Floquet multiplier
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1. Introduction
We study the delay dierential equation
_x (t) =  x (t) + f (x (t  1)) (1.1)
under the hypotheses
(H0)  > 0,
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(H1) feedback function f 2 C1 (R;R) is nondecreasing.5
If  2 R is a xed point of f : R 3 u 7! f (u) = 2 R; then ^ 2 C =
C ([ 1; 0] ;R), dened by ^ (s) =  for all s 2 [ 1; 0], is an equilibrium of
the semiow. In this paper we assume that
(H2) if  is a xed point of f, then f
0
 () 6= 1.
This hypothesis guarantees that all equilibria are hyperbolic. It is well known10
that if  is an unstable xed point of f (that is, if f
0
 () > 1), then ^ is an
unstable equilibrium. If  is a stable xed point of f (that is, if f
0
 () < 1),
then ^ is also stable (exponentially stable). The stable and unstable equilibria
alternate in pointwise ordering.
Mallet-Paret and Sell have veried a Poincare{Bendixson type result for15
(1.1) in the case when f 0 (u) > 0 for all u 2 R [18]. Krisztin, Walther and
Wu obtained further detailed results on the structure of the solutions (see e.g.
[8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15]). They have characterized the geometrical and topological
properties of the closure of the unstable set of an unstable equilibrium, the so
called Krisztin{Walther{Wu attractor. If there is only one unstable equilibrium,20
sucient conditions can be given for the closure of the unstable set to be the
global attractor.
The chief motivation for the present work comes from the paper [18] of
Mallet-Paret and Sell. They have shown that if f 0 (u) > 0 for all u 2 R, then
2 : C 3 ' 7! (' (0) ; ' ( 1)) 2 R
2
maps dierent (nonconstant and constant) periodic orbits of (1.1) onto disjoint25
sets in R2, and the images of nonconstant periodic orbits are simple closed curves
in R2. They have also shown that a nonconstant periodic solution p : R! R of
(1.1) oscillates about a xed point  of f if and only if 2^ = (; ) is in the
interior of 2 fpt : t 2 Rg. See Figure 1.1. These results give a strong restriction
on what type of periodic solutions the equation may have for the same feedback30
function f : Suppose that p1 : R ! R and p2 : R ! R are periodic solutions of
equation (1.1). For both i 2 f1; 2g, let Ei be the set of those xed points of f
about which pi oscillates. Then either E1  E2 or E2  E1 or E1 \E2 = ;: We
can easily extend these assertions to the case when f 0 (u)  0 for all u 2 R, see
Proposition 3.4 in Section 3.35
Figure 1.1: Three examples excluded by Mallet-Paret and Sell. Here we show the images of
periodic orbits and equilibria under 2.
This paper considers large-amplitude periodic solutions: periodic solutions
oscillating about at least two unstable xed points of f. Figure 1.2 lists all
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congurations of large-amplitude periodic solutions allowed by the previously
cited results of Mallet-Paret and Sell in case there are three and four unstable
equilibria, respectively. It is a natural question whether all of them indeed exist40
for some nonlinearities f .
Allowing any number of unstable equilibria, we conrm the existence of
all possible congurations of large-amplitude periodic solutions by constructing
the suitable feedback functions and periodic solutions explicitly. The oscillation
frequency of these periodic solutions is the lowest possible. The corresponding45
periodic orbits are hyperbolic, unstable, and they have exactly one Floquet
multiplier outside the unit circle. We do not state uniqueness; there may exist
more periodic solutions that cannot be obtained from each other by translation
of time and oscillate about the same xed points of f.
Proving the nonexistence of periodic solutions is a challenging problem in50
general, see for example the papers [2, 13, 19] for some well-known results. We
can verify that unrequired large-amplitude periodic solutions do not appear for
the feedback functions constructed in the paper. So for any conguration in
Figure 1.2, there is a nonlinearity f such that equation (1.1) admits the marked
large-amplitude periodic solutions (maybe even more of the same type), but it55
has none of those that are not indicated.
In the negative feedback case, i.e., when f is nonincreasing, there is at most
one equilibrium. Still, it is possible to prove the coexistence of an arbitrary num-
ber of slowly oscillatory periodic orbits, see paper [22] for an explicit construc-
tion. If f is continuously dierentiable, then these periodic orbits hyperbolic60
and stable.
Figure 1.2: Possible congurations for three or four unstable equilibria: The images of the
large-amplitude periodic orbits and the unstable equilibria under 2.
2. The main result
Before formulating the main result precisely, we give an introduction to the
theoretical background and to the notation used in the paper. Consider equation
3
(1.1) under (H0)  (H2).65
The phase space for (1.1) is the Banach space C = C ([ 1; 0] ;R) with the
maximum norm. If J is an interval, u : J ! R is continuous and [t  1; t]  J ,
then the segment ut 2 C is dened by ut (s) = u (t+ s),  1  s  0.
A solution of equation (1.1) is either a continuous function x : [t0   1;1)!
R, t0 2 R, that is dierentiable for t > t0 and satises equation (1.1) on (t0;1),70
or a continuously dierentiable function x : R ! R satisfying the equation for
all t 2 R. To all ' 2 C, there corresponds a unique solution x' : [ 1;1) ! R
with x'0 = '.
Let : [0;1)  C 3 (t; ') 7! x't 2 C denote the solution semiow. The
global attractor A, if exists, is a nonempty, compact set in C with the following75
two properties: A is invariant in the sense that  (t;A) = A for all t  0. A
attracts bounded sets in the sense that for every bounded set B  C and for
every open set U ﬀ A, there exists t  0 with  ([t;1)B)  U . Global
attractors are uniquely determined [4].
In this paper the number of unstable equilibria is an arbitrary integer N  2.80
We use the notation 1 < 2 < : : : < N for those xed points of f that give the
unstable equilibria. Typically we will consider feedback functions for which f
admitsN+1 further xed points j , j 2 f0; 1; : : : ; Ng, inducing stable equilibria.
Then
0 < 1 < 1 < 2 < 2 < : : : < N < N :
See Figure 2.1 for an example.
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Figure 2.1: A nonlinearity f giving N unstable and N + 1 stable equilibria.
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As usual, an arbitrary solution x is called oscillatory about a xed point 
of f if the set x
 1 ()  R is not bounded from above. A solution x is slowly
oscillatory if for any xed point  in x (R) and for any t 2 R such that [t  1; t]
is in the domain of x, the function [t  1; t] 3 s 7! x (s)   2 R has one or two
sign changes.90
As it has been mentioned before, we say that a periodic solution has large
amplitude if it oscillates about at least two elements of f1; 2; : : : ; Ng. This
denition is the straightforward generalization of the one used in [11]. By an
[i; j] periodic solution with 1  i < j  N , we mean a large-amplitude periodic
solution that oscillates about the elements of fi; i+1; : : : ; jg but not about95
the elements of f1; 2; : : : ; i 1g [ fj+1; : : : ; Ng, see Figure 2.2.
If p : R ! R is a periodic solution with minimal period ! > 1, one can
consider the period map  (!; ) and its derivative M = D2(!; p0). M is
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Figure 2.2: An [i; j] periodic function.
called the monodromy operator. It is a compact operator, and 0 belongs to its
spectrum ﬀ = ﬀ (M). Eigenvalues of nite multiplicity { the so called Floquet100
multipliers of the periodic orbit Op = fpt : t 2 [0; !)g { form ﬀ (M) n f0g. It is
known that 1 is a Floquet multiplier with eigenfunction _p0. The periodic orbit
Op is said to be hyperbolic if the generalized eigenspace of M corresponding to
the eigenvalue 1 is one-dimensional, furthermore there are no Floquet multipliers
on the unit circle besides 1.105
We know a lot about the dynamics from previous works of Krisztin, Walther
and Wu in the case when f 0 (u) > 0 for all u 2 R. With the notation introduced
above, consider the subset
Ci = f' 2 C : i 1  ' (s)  i for all s 2 [ 1; 0]g ; i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng ;
(2.1)
of the phase space C. Clearly, the equilibria ^i 1; ^i; ^i belong to Ci. The
monotonicity of f implies that the set (2.1) is positively invariant under the110
solution semiow , see Proposition 3.1 of this paper. Krisztin, Walther and
Wu have characterized the closure of the unstable setn
' 2 C : x' exists on R and x't ! ^i as t!  1
o
:
It has a so-called spindle-like structure: it contains ^i 1; ^i; ^i, periodic orbits
oscillating about i, and heteroclinic connections among them. In the sim-
plest situation the periodic orbit is unique, and it oscillates slowly [13, 14]. In115
other cases, the closure of the unstable set has a more complicated structure.
For example, more periodic orbits appear via a series of Hopf-bifurcations in a
small neighborhood of ^i as f
0 (i) increases, see [15]. Under certain technical
conditions, the closure of the unstable set of ^i is the global attractor of the
restriction j[0;1)Ci [9, 13]. For further details, see the paper [8], and the120
references therein.
The monograph [14] of Krisztin, Walther and Wu raised originally the ques-
tion, whether the global attractor is the union of the global attractors Ai of the
restrictions j[0;1)Ci , i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng. We already know from the previous pa-
per [11] of Krisztin and Vas that this is not necessarily the case. In the N = 2125
case there exists a strictly increasing feedback function f such that equation
(1.1) has exactly two periodic orbits outside A1 [ A2, and the unstable sets
of them constitute the global attractor besides A1 [ A2. These two periodic
5
solutions have large amplitude; they oscillate slowly about 1 and 2. See paper
[12] of Krisztin and Vas for the geometrical description of the unstable sets of130
these large-amplitude periodic orbits.
The purpose of this paper is to develop the result of [11] by investigating what
type of large-amplitude periodic solutions may exist for the same nonlinearity
f if the number of unstable equilibria is an arbitrary integer greater than 1.
Our main result can be formulated using parenthetical expressions. A pair135
of parentheses consists of a left parenthesis "(" and a right parenthesis ")", fur-
thermore, "(" precedes ")" if read from left to right. A parenthetical expression
of N numbers consists of the integers 1; 2; : : : ; N and a nite (possibly zero)
number of pairs of parentheses such that
 the integers 1; 2; : : : ; N are used exactly once in increasing order,140
 a pair of parenthesis encloses at least two numbers out of 1; 2; : : : ; N , e.g.,
the expressions (1) 23 or 1()23 are not allowed,
 multiple enclosing of the same sublist of numbers is not allowed, e.g.,
((12))3 is not allowed,
 for any two pairs of parentheses, if the left parenthesis "(" of the rst145
pair precedes the left parenthesis "(" of the second one, then the right
parenthesis ")" of the second pair precedes the right parenthesis ")" of
the rst one.
For example, the parenthetical expressions of 3 numbers are
123; (12)3; 1(23); (123); ((12)3); (1(23)): (2.2)
We emphasize that parentheses appear in pairs in a correct parenthetical150
expression, and it is denite which right parenthesis ")" belongs to a given left
parenthesis "(".
By the result of Mallet-Paret and Sell, if the derivative of f is positive,
p1 : R ! R and p2 : R ! R are periodic solutions of (1.1), and Ei is the set
of xed points of f about which p
i oscillates for both i 2 f1; 2g, then either155
E1  E2 or E2  E1 or E1 \ E2 = ;: This assertion is already true under
hypotheses (H0)   (H1). See Proposition 3.4 in Section 3 for a proof in the
 = 1 case.
This property guarantees that we can assign a correct parenthetical expres-
sion of N numbers to each  and f satisfying (H0) and (H1) if we use the160
following rule: for all i < j, the numbers i; i + 1; : : : ; j are enclosed by a pair
of parentheses (not containing further numbers) if and only if (1.1) with this
parameter  and nonlinearity f admits at least one [i; j] periodic solution.
The monotonicity of f is important here. In general we cannot guarantee
that we can assign a correct parenthetical expression in the above explained way165
to each  > 0 and f 2 C1 (R;R). For example, in case of four unstable equilib-
ria, we cannot exclude that the equation has [1; 3] and [2; 4] periodic solutions
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for the same nonmonotone f 2 C1 (R;R). Then we would get the incorrect ex-
pression (11(223)14)2, where (1123)1 corresponds to the [1; 3] periodic solution,
and (2234)2 corresponds to the [2; 4] periodic solution.170
Tibor Krisztin has conjectured that the converse statement is true, that
is, we can assign a conguration of large-amplitude periodic solutions to each
parenthetical expression. The main result of the paper is the following.
2.1. Fix a parenthetical expression of N numbers, where N  2. Then there
exists  and f satisfying (H0){(H2) such that the following assertions hold.175
(i) For this  and f , there exist exactly N unstable equilibria
^1; ^2; : : : ; ^N with 1 < 2 < : : : < N :
For all i; j 2 f1; : : : ; Ng with i < j, the equation (1.1) has an [i; j] periodic
solution if and only if there exists a pair of parentheses in the expression that
contains only the numbers i; i+ 1; : : : ; j.
(ii) For any i; j 2 f1; : : : ; Ng such that the numbers i; i+1; : : : ; j are enclosed180
by a pair of parentheses (not containing further integers), at least one of the
[i; j] periodic solutions is slowly oscillatory. The corresponding periodic orbit is
hyperbolic, with exactly one Floquet multiplier outside the unit circle, which is
real, greater than 1 and simple.
Figure 2.3 shows the congurations corresponding to ((1 (23)) (45)) 6 and185
((((12) 3) 4) 5) 6: the images of the large-amplitude periodic orbits and unstable
equilibria under the projection 2 : C 3 ' 7! (' (0) ; ' ( 1)) 2 R
2:
Figure 2.3: Congurations corresponding to the expressions ((1 (23)) (45)) 6 and
((((12) 3) 4) 5) 6.
In the proof of assertion (i) of Theorem 2.1, we explicitly construct a nonde-
creasing C1-function f . This nonlinearity is close to a step function in the sense
that it is constant on certain subintervals of the real line. Roughly speaking,190
we can control whether certain types of large-amplitude periodic orbits appear
or not by setting the heights of the steps properly.
In general, determining the Floquet multipliers is an innite dimensional
problem. Our construction allows us to reduce this problem to a nite dimen-
sional one. This is why we can prove Theorem 2.1.(ii).195
The hyperbolicity of the periodic orbits guarantees that Theorem 2.1 remains
true for nondecreasing perturbations of the feedback function, see Theorem 8.2.
In consequence, we can require f in Theorem 2.1 to be even strictly increasing.
This correspondence between the congurations of large-amplitude periodic
solutions and the parenthetical expressions implies the following under hypothe-
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ses (H0){(H2). If we ignore the exact number of large-amplitude periodic solu-
tions oscillating about the same given subsets of f1; 2; : : : ; Ng, the number of
possible congurations for N unstable equilibria equals the number CN of ways
in which N numbers can be correctly parenthesized. One can check that CN ,
N  2, are the so called large Schroder numbers [1]. Applying a well-known
combinatorial tool, generating functions, it can be calculated that
CN =  1
2
NX
i=0
 1
2
i
 1
2
N   i

 3  2
p
2
i 
 3 + 2
p
2
N i
; N  2: (2.3)
By this formula, C2 = 2, C3 = 6, C4 = 22, C5 = 90, C6 = 394 and C7 = 1806:
Numerical simulation shows that CN grows geometrically.200
It is an interesting problem to show the existence of unstable periodic orbits
for delay equations by computer assisted proofs. Using a technique from [21],
Szczelina has recently found numerical approximations of apparently unstable
orbits in [20] for an equation of the form (1.1). Lessard and Kiss, applying a
dierent approach developed in [16], have rigorously proven the coexistence of205
three periodic orbits for Wright's equation with two delays in [7], and at least
one of them is presumed to be unstable. Although the method of Lessard and
Kiss can be applied to determine both stable and unstable periodic solutions, it
is not suitable for the stability analysis of the obtained solutions.
The paper is organized as follows. For the sake of notational simplicity, we210
x  to be 1. In Section 3 we prove some simple results. The proof of Theorem
2.1.(i) is found in Sections 4{6. In Section 4 we consider feedback functions
f for which f (u) = Ksgn (u) if juj  1 and f(u) 2 [ K;K] if u 2 ( 1; 1).
We explicitly construct periodic solutions for such nonlinearities. Then we use
these feedback functions as building blocks in Sections 5 and 6 to determine215
a nonlinearity satisfying assertion (i) of Theorem 2.1. For a rst reading one
may skip Section 4, only read Corollary 4.10 without proof, and then look at the
construction in Sections 5{6. We give a brief introduction to Floquet theory and
then verify Theorem 2.1.(ii) in Section 7. The proof of Theorem 2.1.(ii) cannot
be read without knowing the details of Section 4. In Section 8 we explain220
why the statements of Theorem 2.1 remain true for small perturbations of the
nonlinearity. We close the paper with discussing open questions in Section 9.
3. Preliminaries
We x  to be 1 in the rest of the paper and consider the equation
_x (t) =  x (t) + f (x (t  1)) : (3.1)
The results of the paper can be easily modied for other choices of  as well.225
It is natural to use the pointwise ordering on C. For '; 2 C, we say that
 '   if '(s)   (s) for all s 2 [ 1; 0],
 ' ﬃ  if '   and '(0) <  (0).
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Relations \" and \" are dened analogously. The semiow induced by equa-
tion (3.1) is monotone if f is nondecreasing.230
3.1. Assume (H1). Let ' and  be elements of C with '   (' ﬃ  ). Then
x'(t)  x (t)  x'(t) < x (t) for all t  0.
Proof. If x' : [ 1;1)! R is a solution of equation (3.1) with x'0 = ', then x'
can computed recursively on [0;1) using the variation-of-constants formula:
x' (t) = x' (n) e (t n) +
 t
n
e (t s)f (x' (s  1)) ds
for all nonnegative integers n and t 2 [n; n+ 1]. The proposition follows from235
this formula.
The next two propositions have appeared in the paper [18] of Mallet-Paret
and Sell for the case f 0 (u) > 0, u 2 R.
3.2. Assume that (H1) holds, and p : R ! R is a periodic solution of (3.1)
with minimal period ! > 0. Fix t0 < t1 < t0 + ! so that p (t0) = mint2R p(t)240
and p (t1) = maxt2R p(t). Then
(i) p is of monotone type in the sense that p is nondecreasing on [t0; t1] and
nonincreasing on [t1; t0 + !];
(ii) if p oscillates about a xed point  of f , then p (t0) <  < p (t1) :
Proof. Statement (i) is proven in [18] only if f 0 > 0. For the proof of statement245
(i) under hypothesis (H1), see Proposition 5.1 in [11].
The proof of statement (ii) under (H1). Note that as  = 1, ^ is an equi-
librium. It is clear that p (t0)    p (t1). If p (t0) = , then with ' = ^ and
 = pt1 we have ' ﬃ  , and
 = x'(t) < x (t) = p (t+ t1) for all t  0
by Proposition 3.1. This is impossible as p oscillates about : Similarly, p (t1) >250
.
3.3. It follows immediately that if (H1) holds, and p : R ! R is a periodic
solution of (3.1) with minimal period ! 2 (1; 2), then p is slowly oscillatory:
On the one hand, Proposition 3.1 easily gives that for all xed points  of f in
p (R), the map t 7! p (t)    has at least one sign change on each interval of255
length 1. On the other hand, Proposition 3.2 implies that t 7! p (t)   has at
most two sign changes on each interval of length !, hence also on each interval
of length 1.
For a simple closed curve c : [a; b]! R2, let int (c [a; b]) denote the interior,
i.e., the bounded component of R2 n c ([a; b]).260
3.4. Assume (H1).
(i) 2 : C 3 ' 7! (' (0) ; ' ( 1)) 2 R2 maps nonconstant periodic orbits and
equilibria of (3.1) into simple closed curves and points in R2, respectively. The
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images of dierent (nonconstant and constant) periodic orbits are disjoint in
R2.265
(ii) A periodic solution p : R ! R of (3.1) with minimal period ! > 0
oscillates about a xed point  of f if and only if 2^ 2 int (2Op), where
Op = fpt : t 2 [0; !]g.
(iii) In consequence, if p1 : R ! R and p2 : R ! R are periodic solutions of
equation (3.1), and Ei is the set of xed points of f about which p
i oscillates270
for both i 2 f1; 2g, then either
E1  E2 and p1 (R)  p2 (R) ;
or
E2  E1 and p2 (R)  p1 (R) ;
or E1 \ E2 = ;:
Proof. The paper [18] veries (i) in the case f 0 > 0, while [11] gives a proof in
the slightly more general case f 0  0. See Proposition 2.4 of [11].275
In order to prove (ii), rst assume that p oscillates about a xed point 
of f . Let ! denote the minimal period of p. Set points t0 < t1 < t0 + ! such
that p (t0) = mint2R p(t) and p (t1) = maxt2R p(t). Then p (t0) <  < p (t1) by
Proposition 3.2.(ii).
According to Proposition 3.2.(i), the set of zeros of t 7! p (t)    in (t0; t1)280
is an interval:
ft 2 (t0; t1) : p(t) = g = [z0;; z1]
with t0 < z0  z1 < t1. One may also set z2 and z3 so that [z2; z3]  (t1; t0 + !),
p(t) =  for t 2 [z2;; z3] and p(t) 6=  for t 2 (t1; t0 + !) n [z2;; z3]. Of course,
z0 = z1 or z2 = z3 is possible.
Consider the curve   : [t0; t0 + !] 3 t 7! 2pt 2 R2. By property (i),   is a285
simple closed curve, and   (t) 6= 2^ = (; ) for t 2 [t0; t0 + !].
For t 2 (z1; t1], p(t) > , _p(t)  0, hence f (p (t  1)) = _p(t) + p(t) >  and
necessarily p(t  1) > . We claim that p (t  1) >  holds also for t 2 [z0;; z1].
If not, then there exists z 2 [z0;; z1] so that p (z   1) = , which contradicts
  (z) 6= 2^. Therefore290
 (t) 2 (u; v) 2 R2 : u  ; v > 	 for t 2 [z0; t1] :
It can be veried in a similar manner that p(t  1) <  holds for t 2 [z2; t0 + !]
and thus
 (t) 2 (u; v) 2 R2 : u  ; v < 	 for t 2 [z2; t0 + !] :
Since   is a simple closed curve and there exists no t 2 [t0; t0 + !] n ([z0; z1] [ [z2; z3])
such that  (t) is in

(; v) 2 R2 : v 2 R	, we obtain that 2^ = (; ) 2
int (  [t0; t0 + !]).295
The reverse statement is easy. If p does not oscillate about a xed point 
of f , then p (t) >  or p (t) <  for all t 2 R, and
 (t) 2 (u; v) 2 R2 : u > ; v > 	 for all t 2 R
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or
 (t) 2 (u; v) 2 R2 : u < ; v < 	 for all t 2 R;
respectively. This means that (; ) =2 int (  [t0; t0 + !]).
Statement (iii) follows at once from (i) and (ii).300
4. Construction of a single periodic solution
Let K > 1. We dene F (K) as the class of functions f 2 C1 (R;R) with
 f(u) 2 [ K;K] for u 2 ( 1; 1),
 f (u) = Ksgn(u) for juj  1.
The elements of F (K) are not required to satisfy (H1) or (H2).305
4.1. There exists a threshold number K0 > 1 such that for all K > K0 and
f 2 F (K), the equation
_x (t) =  x (t) + f (x (t  1)) (3.1)
has a periodic solution p : R ! R with the following properties: The minimal
period of p is in (1; 2), maxt2R p (t) 2 (1;K) and mint2R p (t) 2 ( K; 1).
We prove Proposition 4.1 by determining a suitable periodic solution ex-310
plicitly. The paper [11] has already described two signicantly dierent pe-
riodic solutions in the special case when f 2 F (K) and f (x) = 0 for all
x 2 [ 1 + "; 1  "] with some small " > 0. Section 3.1 of [11] has determined
the rst periodic solution that we now denote by p1. Section 3.2 of [11] has
given the second one p2. The construction below is a generalization of the one315
that has been published for p2 in Section 3.2.
In paper [11], the initial functions of p1 and p2 were determined as xed
points of three-dimensional maps. Here we not only generalize but also simplify
the calculations regarding p2 because now we obtain the initial function of the
periodic solution as the xed point of a one-dimensional map. The construction320
of p1 is indeed three-dimensional, and at this point we cannot extend it to all
f 2 F (K).
In the following we assume that f 2 F (K), where K > 1.
Step 0. Preliminary observations
For both i 2 f K;Kg, consider the map325
i : R R 3 (s; x) 7! i+ (x   i) e s 2 R:
If t0 < t1, and x is a solution of equation (3.1) on [t0   1;1) with x (t  1) 
1 for all t 2 (t0; t1), then equation (3.1) reduces to the ordinary dierential
equation
_x (t) =  x (t) +K
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on the interval (t0; t1), and thus
x(t) = K (t  t0; x (t0)) for all t 2 [t0; t1] : (4.1)
Similarly, if t0 < t1, x is a solution of equation (3.1) on [t0   1;1), and x (t  1) 330
 1 for all t 2 (t0; t1), then
x(t) =  K (t  t0; x (t0)) for all t 2 [t0; t1] : (4.2)
We say that a function x : [t0; t1] ! R is of type (K) (or ( K)) on [t0; t1], if
(4.1) (or (4.2)) holds.
If x : [t0   1;1)! R is a solution of equation (3.1), and x is type of (i) on
[t0   1; t1   1] with some i 2 f K;Kg, then the equality335
x (t) = x (t0) e
t0 t + e t
 t
t0
esf (i (s  t0; j)) ds (4.3)
holds for all t 2 [t0; t1] with j = x (t0   1). This observation motivates the next
denition. A function x : [t0; t1]! R is of type (i; j) on [t0; t1] with i 2 f K;Kg
and j 2 R if (4.3) holds for all t 2 [t0; t1].
Let T1 denote the time needed by a function of type ( K) to decrease from
1 to  1. As K > 1, T1 is well-dened, and340
T1 = ln
K + 1
K   1 :
Then T1 is the time needed by a function of type (K) to increase from  1 to 1.
Set T2 to be the time needed by a function of type (K) to increase from  1 to
0:
T2 = ln
K + 1
K
:
As the reader will see from the rest of the section, we search for a periodic
solution p that is of type (K) when it increases from  1 to 1, and of type ( K)345
when it decreases from 1 to  1. Hence, if J is a subinterval of R mapped by p
onto [ 1; 1], then the length of J is T1, furthermore p is of type (K; 1) or of
type ( K; 1) on J + 1 = ft+ 1 : t 2 Jg.
Step 1. A C1-submanifold of initial functions
We introduce a one-dimensional C1-submanifold of the phase space C. This350
manifold will contain the initial segment of the periodic solution.
If K is large enough, then U1 = (0; 1  T1   T2) is a nontrivial open interval.
For given a 2 U1, set si = si (a), i 2 f0; 1; 2g, and s3 as
s0 =  1;
s1 = s0 + a =  1 + a;
s2 = s1 + T1 =  1 + a+ T1;
s3 =  T2:
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The denitions of U1, T1 and T2 imply that
 1 = s0 < s1 < s2 < s3 < 0:
For all a 2 U1, dene the function h (a) 2 C1 (R;R) by355
h (a) (t) =
8>>><>>>:
K; if t < s1;
f ( K (t  s1; 1)) ; if s1  t < s2;
 K; if s2  t < s3;
f (K (t  s3; 1)) if s3  t:
See Figure 4.1 for the plot of h (a). Then dene the map  : U1 ! C by
 (a) (t) = e t
 t
 1
esh (a) (s) ds for all   1  t  0: (4.4)
It is clear that  is continuous on U1 because U1 3 a 7! h (a) 2 C (R;R) is
continuous. Notice that  (a) is the unique solution of the initial value problem(
_y (t) =  y (t) + h (a) (t) ;  1  t  0;
y ( 1) = 0: (4.5)
K
s1
s2 s3
0
-K
Figure 4.1: The plot of h (a).
The next characterization of 
 
U1

reveals the idea behind the above de-360
nitions. See also Figure 4.2 for the plot of a typical element of 
 
U1

.
4.2. A function ' 2 C belongs to   U1 if and only if there exists s1 2
( 1; T1   T2) so that with s2 = s1 + T1 and s3 =  T2,
(i) '( 1) = 0,
(ii) ' is of type (K) on [ 1; s1],365
(iii) ' is of type ( K; 1) on [s1; s2],
(iv) ' is of type ( K) on [s2; s3],
(v) ' is of type (K; 1) on [s3; 0].
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t1
t3
x
t0-1 s2
s3
τs1
Figure 4.2: The plot of an element of 
 
U1

and of the corresponding solution.
We need to examine the smoothness of : For each xed a 2 U1, the map
R 3 t 7! h (a) (t) 2 R is C1-smooth with derivative h0 (a). Fix t 2 (s2; s3). If370
a 2 U1 and jj is small enough, then
h (a+ ) (t) =
(
h (a) (t  ) if t  t;
h (a) (t) if t > t:
It follows that
@
@a
h (a) (t) =
(
 h0 (a) (t) if t 2 [ 1; t] ;
0 if t 2 (t; 0] :
Dene the nontrivial element  =  (a) 2 C by
 (t) = e t
 t
 1
es
@
@a
h (a) (s) ds for all t 2 [ 1; 0] :
4.3. The map U1 3 a 7! (a) 2 C is C1-smooth with D(a) 1 =  for all
a 2 U1.375
Proof. (a) is the unique solution of the initial value problem (4.5). Hence
the proposition follows from the dierentiability of the solutions of ordinary
dierential equations with respect to the parameters.
It follows that 
 
U1

is a one-dimensional C1-submanifold of C. We look
for a periodic solution with initial segment in 
 
U1

.380
We are going to need the exact values of  (a) at si = si (a), i 2 f1; 2; 3g,
and at 0 for all a 2 U1. Let
c1 =
 T1
0
euf ( K (u; 1)) du:
Note that c1 is independent of a. Then using the denitions of  and h, we
deduce that
 (a) (s1) = e
 s1
 s1
 1
Kesds = K
 
1  e a ; (4.6)
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(a) (s2) = e
 s2
 s2
 1
esh (a) (s) ds
= es1 s2(a) (s1) + e s2
 s2
s1
esf ( K (s  s1; 1)) ds
= e T1 ( (a) (s1) + c1)
=
K   1
K + 1
 
K
 
1  e a+ c1 ;
(4.7)
 (a) (s3) = e
 s3
 s3
 1
esh (a) (s) ds
= es2 s3(a) (s2) + e s3
 s3
s2
( K) esds
= e 1+a+T1+T2 ( (a) (s2) +K) K
= e 1+a (K + 1)

1 +
c1
K
+
K + 1
K   1

  e 1 (K + 1) K
(4.8)
and385
(a) (0) =
 0
 1
esh (a) (s) ds = es3(a) (s3) +
 0
s3
esf (K (s  s3; 1)) ds:
(4.9)
We see that  (a) (si), i 2 f1; 2; 3g, and  (a) (0) are continuously dierentiable
functions of a 2 U1.
Step 2. Construction of a one-dimensional return map
Let
U2 =

a 2 U1 :  (a) (s) > 1 for s 2 [s1; s2] and  (a) (s) <  1 for s 2 [s3; 0]
	
:
It is easy to see from Proposition 4.3 that U2 is an open subset of U1. Later we390
shall see that U2 is nonempty if K is large enough.
For a 2 U2, there exist
 1 < t1 < s1 < s2 < t2 < t3 < s3
such that
 (a) (t1) =  (a) (t2) = 1 and  (a) (t3) =  1;
see Figure 4.2. As  (a) is of type (K) on [ 1; s1] and of type ( K) on [s2; s3],
it is strictly monotone on these intervals. Hence t1; t2 and t3 are unique. For t1395
we have
e t1
 t1
 1
Kesds = 1; and thus t1 =  1 + ln K
K   1 : (4.10)
Similarly,
1 = e t2
 t2
 1
esh (a) (s) ds = es2 t2(a) (s2) Ke t2
 t2
s2
esds
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and
 1 = e t3
 t3
 1
esh (a) (s) ds = es2 t3(a) (s2) Ke t3
 t3
s2
esds;
from which
t2 = s2 + ln
K +(a) (s2)
K + 1
and t3 = s2 + ln
K +(a) (s2)
K   1 (4.11)
follows. Note that t3   t2 = T1 and t2; t3 are C1-smooth functions of a.400
Let us introduce the notation
c2 =
 T1
0
euf (K (u; 1)) du:
For a 2 U2, consider the solution x = x(a) : [ 1;1)! R of equation (3.1).
We need the following result before dening a further open subset of U1.
4.4. (i) The maps
U2 3 a 7! x(a) (t1 + 1) = e T1(a) (s3) + e T1c2 2 R
and405
U2 3 a 7! x(a) (t2 + 1) = K + K
K +(a) (s2)

x(a) (t1 + 1) K

e a 2 R
are continuously dierentiable.
(ii) The map
U2 3 a 7! x(a)j[0;t1+1] 2 C ([0; t1 + 1] ;R)
is continuous.
Proof. Statement (i). As T1 and c2 are independent of a, K + (a) (s2) > 0
and  (a) (s2) and  (a) (s3) are C
1-smooth functions on U2, one has to show
only that the stated equalities indeed hold. As  (a) ( 1) = 0 and  (a) is of
type (K) on [ 1; t1] (see Remark 4.2), x = x(a) is of type (K; 0) on [0; t1 + 1].
By (4.3) and (4.9),
x (t) =x (0) e t + e t
 t
0
esf (K (s; 0)) ds
=es3 t(a) (s3) + e t
 0
s3
esf (K (s  s3; 1)) ds+ e t
 t
0
esf (K (s; 0)) ds
for all t 2 [0; t1 + 1]. It follows immediately from the denition of K and from
s3 =  T2 = ln (K= (K + 1)) that410
K (s  s3; 1) = K (s; 0) for all s 2 R:
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Therefore
x (t) = es3 t(a) (s3) + e t
 t
s3
esf (K (s  s3; 1)) ds
= es3 t(a) (s3) + es3 t
 t s3
0
euf (K (u; 1)) du; t 2 [0; t1 + 1] :
(4.12)
We see from the denition of s3 and (4.10) that
t1 + 1  s3 = ln K
K   1   ln
K
K + 1
= T1:
Hence (4.12) with t = t1 + 1 gives the formula for x (t1 + 1).
By Remark 4.2 and the denition of U2,  (a) strictly increases on [ 1; s1],
 (a) (t) > 1 for all t 2 [s1; s2], and  (a) strictly decreases on [s2; s3]. It follows
that  (a) (t) > 1 for all t 2 (t1; t2), hence x is of type (K) on the interval415
[t1 + 1; t2 + 1], and thus
x (t2 + 1) = K + (x (t1 + 1) K) et1 t2 :
By (4.10) and (4.11) and the denition of s2;
t1   t2 = ln K
K +(a) (s2)
  a:
We obtain that the formula for x (t2 + 1) indeed holds.
Statement (ii). We see from (4.12) that for all a1 2 U2 and a2 2 U2,
max
t2[0;t1+1]
x(a1) (t)  x(a2) (t) = max
t2[0;t1+1]
es3 t j(a1) (s3)  (a2) (s3)j
 es3 j(a1) (s3)  (a2) (s3)j :
Statement (ii) hence follows from the continuity of U2 3 a 7! (a) (s3) 2 R.
Now let420
U3 =
n
a 2 U2 : x(a) (t) <  1 for all t 2 [0; t1 + 1] and x(a) (t2 + 1) > 0
o
:
From Proposition 4.4 it is clear that U3 is an open subset of R. Later we shall
see that U3 is nonempty.
Figure 4.2 shows an element of 
 
U3

.
4.5. Observe that the elements of 
 
U3

can be characterized as follows. A
function ' 2 C belongs to   U3 if and only if there exists s1 2 ( 1; T1   T2)425
so that with s2 = s1 + T1 and s3 =  T2, properties (i)-(v) of Remark 4.2 hold,
furthermore
(vi) ' (t) > 1 for all t 2 [s1; s2],
(vii) if  1 < t1 < s1 with ' (t1) = 1, then x' (t) <  1 for all t 2 [s3; t1 + 1],
(viii) if s2 < t2 < s3 with ' (t2) = 1, then x
' (t2 + 1) > 0.430
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For a 2 U3, x = x(a) is of type (K) on [t1 + 1; t2 + 1], hence it is strictly
increasing on [t1 + 1; t2 + 1]. So there exists unique t4 and ﬁ with t1+1 < t4 <
ﬁ < t2 + 1 such that x (t4) =  1 and x (ﬁ) = 0, see Figure 4.2.
As  (a) strictly decreases on [t3; s3], x (t) <  1 for all t 2 [s3; t1 + 1] by
Remark 4.5, and x strictly increases on [t1 + 1; t2 + 1], we deduce that435
x (t) <  1 for t 2 (t3; t4) and x (t) 2 ( 1; 0) for t 2 (t4; ﬁ) : (4.13)
4.6. The map
U3 3 a 7! ﬁ = ln K   x (t1 + 1)
K   1 2 (0; 1) (4.14)
is continuously dierentiable.
Proof. As x is of type (K) on the interval [t1 + 1; t2 + 1], we have
0 = x (ﬁ) = K + (x (t1 + 1) K) et1+1 ﬁ ;
from which the formula easily follows with the aid of (4.10). It is clear that
ﬁ 2 (0; 1) because ﬁ 2 (t1 + 1; t2 + 1)  (0; 1). The smoothness of ﬁ is a440
consequence of the smoothness of x (t1 + 1).
Similarly,
 1 = x (t4) = K + (x (t1 + 1) K) et1+1 t4
and (4.10) together yield that
t4 = ln
K (K   x (t1 + 1))
K2   1 : (4.15)
As the next result shows, solutions with initial functions in 
 
U3

return
to 
 
U1

.445
4.7. Suppose a 2 U3 and dene t2 and ﬁ as above. Then xﬁ+1 2 
 
U1

and
xﬁ+1 = (t2 + 1  ﬁ) :
Proof. It is clear from the above construction (to be more precise, from the
denitions of ﬁ; t2; t3; t4, the fact that x is of type (K) on [t1 + 1; t2 + 1], property
(iv) of Remark 4.2 and the observation (4.13)) that450
(i) x (ﬁ) = 0,
(ii) x is of type (K) on [ﬁ; t2 + 1],
(iii) x is of type ( K; 1) on [t2 + 1; t3 + 1],
(iv) x is of type ( K) on [t3 + 1; t4 + 1],
(v) and x is of type (K; 1) on [t4 + 1; ﬁ + 1].455
So by Remark 4.2, it suces to show that
(a) s^1 := (t2 + 1)  (ﬁ + 1) = t2   ﬁ is in ( 1; T1   T2),
(b) s^2 := (t3 + 1)  (ﬁ + 1) = t3   ﬁ equals s^1 + T1,
(c) s^3 := (t4 + 1)  (ﬁ + 1) = t4   ﬁ equals  T2.
Property (c) comes from (4.14) and (4.15). By the denition of s^1; property (b)460
is equivalent to t3 = t2+T1, which follows from (4.11). It is clear that s^1 >  1.
Hence (a) comes from s^1 = s^2   T1 < s^3   T1 =  T2   T1.
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The above results motivate us to dene the map
F : U3 ! R by F (a) = t2 + 1  ﬁ:
The next proposition is an immediate consequence of the smoothness of t2 and
ﬁ as functions of a.465
4.8. F is C1-smooth.
Note that if a 2 U3 and F (a) = a, then x(a)ﬁ+1 = (a), and x(a) is a
periodic solution of equation (3.1) with minimal period ﬁ + 1.
Step 3. The map F has a unique xed point
A trivial upper bound for the absolute values of c1 and c2 is the following:
jc1j; jc2j  K
 T1
0
eudu =
2K
K   1 : (4.16)
If K > 1 is xed, then c1 and c2 are uniformly bounded for all f 2 F (K).470
We will use a further technical result which holds for more general feedback
functions.
4.9. Suppose that f : R ! R is continuous, K1 2 R, K2 2 R, f (u) 2 [K1;K2]
for all u 2 R, t0 2 R, and x : [t0   1;1) ! R is a solution of (3.1) with
x (t0) 2 (K1;K2). Then x (t) 2 (K1;K2) for all t  t0.475
Proof. We prove the upper bound for x. Let y : R ! R be the solution of the
initial value problem (
_y(t) =  y(t) +K2; t 2 R;
y (t0) = x (t0) :
Then y (t) = K2 + (x (t0) K2) et0 t < K2 for t 2 R. We know that _x (t) 
 x(t) +K2 for all t 2 R. Theorem 6.1 of Chapter I.6 in [5] hence implies that
for t  t0, x (t)  y (t) < K2.480
The lower bound can be veried analogously.
Proof. [Proof of Proposition 4.1]We show that if K > 1 is large enough and
f 2 F (K), then the map F has a unique xed point in U3, namely there exists
a unique a 2 U3 such that
t2 + 1  ﬁ = a: (4.17)
Substituting (4.11), (4.14) and then the denitions of s2 and T1 into equation485
(4.17), we obtain that (4.17) is equivalent to  (a) (s2) =  x (t1 + 1). Then
using (4.7), (4.8), the formula for x (t1 + 1) in Proposition 4.4 and again the
denition of T1, we see that  (a) (s2) =  x (t1 + 1) is an equation of second
order in ea: it can be written in the form
z2 + z +  = 0; (4.18)
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where z = ea, the coecients ; ;  are independent of a, and they are dened
as
 = e 1

2K
K   1 +
c1
K

;
 =
c1 + c2
K + 1
  e 1;
 =
 K
K + 1
:
Observe that  > 0 for all K > 1 because of (4.16). As  < 0, it is clear that490 p
2   4 > jj. This means that
z =
   
p
2   4
2
is a negative solution of (4.18). We conclude that for all K > 1 and f 2 F (K),
the map F has at most one xed point a in U3, and it is given by
a = ln
  +
p
2   4
2
: (4.19)
It remains to show that if K is chosen suciently large, then a determined
by (4.19) is indeed in U3 for all f 2 F (K), that is, with the notation used495
before,
(i) a 2 (0; 1  T1   T2),
(ii)  (a) (t) > 1 for t 2 [s1; s2],
(iii) x(a
) (t) <  1 for all t 2 [s3; t1 + 1],
(iv) x(a
) (t2 + 1) > 0.500
Property (i). Applying the bound (4.16) for jc1j and jc1j, we see that
lim
K!1
sup
f2F(K)
  2e 1 = 0; lim
K!1
sup
f2F(K)
 + e 1 = 0; lim
K!1
sup
f2F(K)
j + 1j = 0;
and thus
lim
K!1
sup
f2F(K)
a   ln 1 +p1 + 8e4
 = 0: (4.20)
As limK!1 (1  T1   T2) = 1, property (i) immediately follows for all large K
and for all f 2 F (K).
Property (ii). By the denition of  and formula (4.6),
 (a) (t) = e t
 t
 1
esh (a) (s) ds
= es1 t(a) (s1) + e t
 t
s1
esf ( K (s  s1; 1)) ds
= es1 tK

1  e a

+ es1 t
 t s1
0
euf ( K (u; 1)) du
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for all t 2 [s1; s2]. Hence
 (a) (t)  es1 s2K

1  e a

  es1 s1 jc1j = K   1
K + 1
K

1  e a

  jc1j
for all t 2 [s1; s2] : Here we used that s2 s1 = T1. As jc1j is bounded for K > 2,505
and 1  e a has a positive limit as K !1, we see that (ii) is satised for all
f 2 F (K) if K is large enough.
Property (iii). The denition of  gives that for t 2 [s3; 0],
 (a) (t) = es3 t(a) (s3) + es3 t
 t s3
0
euf (K (u; 1)) du: (4.21)
We see from (4.12) that (4.21) actually holds for all t 2 [s3; t1 + 1]. Regarding
the value  (a) (s3), observe that (4.8), the limit of a in (4.20), and the bound510
for jc1j together yield that
lim
K!1
(a) (s3)p
1+8e 1
2e   1

K
= 1
uniformly for f 2 F (K). As the denominator in the above fraction is negative,
 (a) (s3) < 0 if K is large enough, and it tends to  1 as K !1.
By using formula (4.21),  (a) (s3) < 0 and t1+1  s3 = T1, we now obtain
the upper bound515
(a) (t)  K   1
K + 1
 (a) (s3) + jc2j for all t 2 [s3; t1 + 1] :
As  (a) (s3) tends to  1, and c2 is bounded if K > 2, property (iii) also
holds for all F (K) if K is chosen suciently large.
Property (iv). Recall the formula given by Proposition 4.4 for x(a
) (t2 + 1) :
With the equality  (a) (s2) =  x(a) (t1 + 1) conrmed at the beginning of
this proof, we derive that520
x(a
) (t2 + 1) = K  Ke a = (a) (s1) ;
and hence (iv) follows from (ii).
Dene p : R ! R as the (ﬁ + 1)-periodic extension of x(a)j[ 1;ﬁ ] to R.
Then it is clear from the construction that p is a solution of (3.1), the minimal
period of p is ﬁ + 1 2 (1; 2), maxt2R p (t) > 1 and mint2R p (t) <  1. It follows
from Proposition 4.9 that p (t) 2 ( K;K) for all real t.525
Extension of the result
An analogous result holds for a wider class of feedback functions. Consider
any C1-nonlinearity dened on a nite closed subinterval of the real line. Next
we prove that we can extend this function to the real line such that a new
periodic solution appears. The range of this periodic solution contains the530
original nite interval.
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4.10. Let  > 0, A1; A2; B1; B2 2 R with A1 < A2, B1 < B2 and 2 < A2 A1.
Assume that f^ 2 C1 ([A1 + ;A2   ] ;R) is given, and
B1  f^ (u)  B2 for all A1 +   u  A2   :
Consider the threshold number K0 > 1 from Proposition 4.1. Let
K1 < min
  (A2  A1)K0 +A1 +A2
2
; A1; B1; A1 +A2  B2
ﬀ
(4.22)
and K2 = A1 +A2  K1: Let f be a C1-extension of f^ to the real line with535
f (u) = K1 for u  A1; f (u) = K2 for u  A2;
and
f (u) 2 [K1;K2] for u 2 [A1; A2] :
Then equation (3.1) with nonlinearity f has a periodic solution p : R! R such
that
(i) the minimal period of p is in (1; 2),
(ii) maxt2R p (t) 2 (A2;K2) and mint2R p (t) 2 (K1; A1).540
See Figure 4.3 for a plot of f in the corollary.
B1
Figure 4.3: The plot of f in Corollary 4.10.
Proof. First note that if (4.22) holds, then
K2 = A1 +A2  K1 > max fA2; B2g :
This observation with (4.22) means that the intervals (K1; A1) and (A2;K2) in
assertion (ii) are indeed both nontrivial, furthermore, K1 < B1 < B2 < K2, so
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it is possible to choose C1-extensions f of f^ such that f (u) 2 [K1;K2] for all545
u 2 [A1; A2].
Assume that f is a C1-function given as in the proposition.
Consider the linear transformation L of R that maps A1 to  1 and A2 to 1:
L (u) =
2u A1  A2
A2  A1 for u 2 R:
Let L 1 denote the inverse linear transformation. Dene g : R ! R by g (u) =
Lf
 
L 1u

for u 2 R: Then g 2 C1 (R;R). As the above introduced linear550
transformations are order preserving, we calculate that
g (u) =
2K1  A1  A2
A2  A1 for all u  L (A1) =  1;
g (u) =
2K2  A1  A2
A2  A1 =  
2K1  A1  A2
A2  A1 for all u  L (A2) = 1;
and
2K1  A1  A2
A2  A1  g (u) 
2K2  A1  A2
A2  A1 for all u 2 ( 1; 1) :
We conclude that g 2 F (K) with
K =
A1 +A2   2K1
A2  A1 : (4.23)
The assumption (4.22) guarantees that K > K0. By Proposition 4.1, the555
equation _y (t) =  y (t) + g (y (t  1)) has a periodic solution q : R ! R. The
minimal period of q is in (1; 2), furthermore,
max
t2R
q (t) 2 (1;K) and min
t2R
q (t) 2 ( K; 1) :
Dene the periodic function p : R! R by p (t) = L 1q (t) for all t 2 R: Substi-
tuting p into equation (3.1), one can see that p is a solution of (3.1) with the
above chosen nonlinearity f . It is clear that p has the desired properties.560
Note that the bounds B1 and B2 in the previous corollary are not necessarily
strict bounds for f^ :
5. Further auxiliary results
5.1. Two technical results
Set  = 1 as before, and consider equation (3.1). The rst proposition in565
this section studies the ranges of the large-amplitude periodic solutions.
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5.1. Suppose that (H1) holds, and f has exactly 2N + 1 xed points
0 < 1 < 1 < 2 < 2 : : : < N < N
with N  2, f 0 (i) < 1 for all i 2 f0; 1; : : : ; Ng and f 0 (i) > 1 for all i 2
f1; : : : ; Ng. Assume that p : R! R is an [i; j] periodic solution of equation (3.1)
with some integers 1  i < j  N , namely p oscillates about the elements of570
fi; i+1; : : : ; jg but not about the elements of f1; 2; : : : ; i 1g[fj+1; : : : ; Ng.
Then
i 1 < p (t) < j for all t 2 R:
Proof. 1. Set tmin 2 R and tmax 2 R such that p (tmin) = mint2R p (t) and
p (tmax) = maxt2R p (t). The proof is based on the observation that
f (p (tmin)) < p (tmin) and f (p (tmax)) > p (tmax) : (5.1)
The weaker inequalities f (p (tmin))  p (tmin) and f (p (tmax))  p (tmax) can575
be seen from
0 = _p (tmin) =  p (tmin) + f (p (tmin   1))   p (tmin) + f (p (tmin))
and
0 = _p (tmax) =  p (tmax) + f (p (tmax   1))   p (tmax) + f (p (tmax)) :
Proposition 3.2.(ii) in addition implies that there exist no equilibria ^ 2 C such
that  2 fp (tmin) ; p (tmax)g, i.e,
f (p (tmin)) 6= p (tmin) and f (p (tmax)) 6= p (tmax) :
2. We show that p (t) > i 1 for all real t. First suppose that i = 1 and580
i 1 = 0. Note that by the assumptions of the proposition, f (u)  u for all
u 2 ( 1; 0], and thus (5.1) excludes the possibility that p (tmin)  0. Now
assume that i > 1. Then p (t) > i 1 for all real t, otherwise p oscillates about
i 1. As f (u) > u for u 2 (i 1; i 1) and f (i 1) = i 1, (5.1) shows that it
is impossible that p (tmin) 2 (i 1; i 1]. Thus p (t) > i 1 for all real t in any585
case i  1.
It is similar to verify that p (t) < j for all t 2 R.
The following simple result will be used to exclude the existence of the
unwanted large-amplitude periodic solutions.
5.2. Suppose that f : R ! R is continuous, and  ;  ; +; + 2 R are xed590
points of f with   <   < + < +. Suppose that equation (3.1) admits a
periodic solution p such that ( ; +)  p (R)  ( ; +). Then
log
+    
+   +  1 and log
+    
       1: (5.2)
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Proof. Let y : R! R be the solution of the initial value problem(
_y(t) =  y(t) + +; t 2 R;
y (0) =  :
Then y (t) = + + (    +) e t for t 2 R. It is a straightforward calculation to
show that the unique solution of y (T ) = + is595
T = log
+    
+   + ;
that is, y needs T time to increase from   to +.
We may assume (by considering a time shift of p if necessary) that p (0) =  .
It is clear that
_p (t)   p(t) + f (+) =  p(t) + +
for all t 2 R. In consequence, Theorem 6.1 of Chapter I.6 in [5] implies that for
t  0, p (t)  y (t).600
Let t > 0 be minimal with p (t) = +. Necessarily t  1, otherwise
p1 ﬃ ^+ and thus p (t) < + for all t  1 by Proposition 3.1. On the other
hand, the inequality p (t)  y (t) for t  0 yields that t  T . Summing up,
T  t  1, i.e., the rst estimate in (5.2) is true.
The second estimate can be veried in an analogous manner.605
The stability of the equilibria given by the xed points   <   < + < + is
irrelevant in the above proposition. However, in accordance with our previously
introduced conventions in notation,   and + will always denote stable xed
points of f in the forthcoming applications, while   and + will always denote
unstable xed points.610
We will also need the next technical condition for continuously dierentiable
functions dened on R or on a subinterval of R. Let f 0  and f
0
+ denote the left
hand and right hand derivatives of f , respectively.
(C) If   and + are the smallest and largest xed points of f , respectively,
then f 0+ ( ) = f
0
  (+) = 0. In addition, f has at least one unstable xed615
point in both intervals
 ;
  + +
2

and

  + +
2
; +

:
5.2. Nonlinearities generating the simplest congurations of large-amplitude pe-
riodic orbits.
Let  : [0; 2] ! R be a nondecreasing C1-function with xed points 0; 1; 2620
such that  (u) < u for u 2 (0; 1),  (u) > u for u 2 (1; 2), 0 (0) = 0 (2) = 0
and 0 (1) > 1. The function
 (u) = sin

2
(u  1)

+ 1
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is a suitable choice.
For all M  1, dene
fM : R 3 u 7!
8><>:
0 if u < 0;
 (u  2k) + 2k if u 2 [2k; 2k + 2) and k 2 f0; 1; : : : ;M   1g ;
2M if u  2M:
(5.3)
Then fM satises (H1){(H2). It has exactly M unstable xed points625
k = 2k   1; k 2 f1; 2; : : : ;Mg ;
and it hasM+1 stable xed points k = 2k, k 2 f0; 1; : : : ;Mg, with f 0M (k) = 0
for all k 2 f0; 1; : : : ;Mg. See Figure 5.1 for the plot of f3.
0
2 4 6
2
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v=f3(u)
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v=u
Figure 5.1: The plot of f3.
5.3. Let M  1. Equation (3.1) with nonlinearity f = fM admits no large-
amplitude periodic solutions.
Proof. It is clear that if f = f1, then equation (3.1) cannot have large-amplitude630
periodic solutions. Suppose for contradiction that M > 1, 1  i < j  M , and
equation (3.1) with nonlinearity f = fM has an [i; j] periodic solution p. Then
it follows from Proposition 5.1 and the location of the equilibria that p (t) 2
(2i  2; 2j) for all real t. We can apply Proposition 5.2 with   = i = 2i   1,
+ = j = 2j   1,   = 2i  2 and + = 2j. The rst inequality in (5.2) already635
gives that
1  log +    
+   + = log (2 (j   i) + 1) j i1 log 3;
which is impossible as log 3 > 1.
Observe that if  2 (0; 1), then fM (u) < u for all u 2 (0; ) and fM (u) > u
for all u 2 (2M   ; 2M).
Let us introduce a new nonlinearity fM for all M  2 by modifying fM on640
( 1; ) [ (2M   ;1). So let  2 (0; 1), and choose K1;K2 2 R with
K1 < M (1 K0) < 0 and K2 = 2M  K1 > 2M; (5.4)
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where K0 > 1 is the threshold number from Proposition 4.1. Set
fM : R 3 u 7!
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
K1 if u  0;
1 (fM (u)) if u 2 (0; ) ;
fM (u) if u 2 [; 2M   ] ;
2 (fM (u)) if u 2 (2M   ; 2M) ;
K2 if u  2M;
(5.5)
where 1 and 2 are dened so that f

M : R! R fullls (H1), furthermore
1 (fM (u)) < fM (u) < u for all u 2 (0; ) (5.6)
and
2 (fM (u)) > fM (u) > u for all u 2 (2M   ; 2M) : (5.7)
See Figure 5.2 for the plot of f3 . One can easily check that the second-order645
polynomials
1 : (0; fM ()) 3 v 7! K1
f2M ()
v2 +

1  2K1
fM ()

v +K1 2 R
and
2 : (fM (2M   ) ; 2M) 3 v 7!  K1
(2M   fM (2M   ))2
v2
+
 
1 +
2K1fM (2M   )
(2M   fM (2M   ))2
!
v
  K1f
2
M (2M   )
(2M   fM (2M   ))2
2 R
are suitable choices.
Two remarks regarding the above denition: We need condition (5.4) be-
cause we intend to apply Corollary 4.10. Conditions (5.6) and (5.7) will be used
to guarantee that fM has no xed points in (0; ) [ (2M   ; 2M).650
5.4. For all M  2, fM satises (H1) ; (H2) and (C). The unstable xed points
of fM are
k = 2k   1; k 2 f1; 2; : : : ;Mg :
In addition, fM has M +1 stable xed points. The smallest stable xed point of
fM is K1 < 0, the largest one is K2 > 2M , and the others are655
k = 2k; k 2 f1; 2; : : : ;M   1g :
The derivative of fM vanishes at its stable xed points.
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Figure 5.2: The plot of f
3
. Observe that f3 has to be modied for u <  and for u > 6  .
Proof. As K1 < 0 and f

M (u) = K1 for all u  0, K1 is a stable xed point
of fM , and (f

M )
0
(K1) = 0. It is clear that f

M has no other xed point in
( 1; 0]. Similarly, K2 > 2M is the unique xed point of fM in [2M;1),
and (fM )
0
(K2) = 0. By the choices of 1 and 2, f

M has no xed points in660
(0; ) [ (2M   ; 2M), see (5.6) and (5.7). The assertions regarding the rest of
the xed points follow from the fact that fM (u) = fM (u) for all u 2 [; 2M   ].
The denition of fM and the fact that fM satises (H1){(H2) implies that
(H1){(H2) also hold for fM .
Note that (K1 +K2) =2 = M . So condition (C) holds with   = K1, + =665
K2,   = 1 = 1 2 (0;M) and + = M = 2M   1 2 (M; 2M).
5.5. Let M  2. Equation (3.1) with nonlinearity f = fM has a slowly oscil-
latory [1;M ] periodic solution. It admits no [i; j] periodic solutions for indices
1  i < j M with i > 1 or j < M .
Proof. It is clear from Proposition 5.4 that the number of unstable xed points670
of fM is M , and all of them are found in (0; 2M).
Consider equation (3.1) with nonlinearity f = fM , M  2. We can apply
Corollary 4.10 with K1, K2,  chosen as in the denition of f

M , A1 = 0,
A2 = 2M , B1 = 0 and B2 = 2M . Corollary 4.10 yields that there is a periodic
solution p : R ! R such that (0; 2M)  p (R)  (K1;K2), that is, p is a [1;M ]675
periodic solution. As the minimal period of p is in (1; 2), it is necessarily slowly
oscillatory, see Remark 3.3.
Now consider any indices i; j with 1  i < j  M so that i > 1 or j < M .
It remains to exclude the existence of an [i; j] periodic solution q : R! R. First
suppose that 1  i < j < M . Then q (R)  (K1; 2j) by Proposition 5.1, and680
we can use Proposition 5.2 with   = K1, + = 2j,   = i = 2i   1 and
+ = j = 2j   1: The rst inequality in (5.2) implies that
1  log +    
+   + = log (2j   (2i  1))  log 3;
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which contradicts log 3 > 1. Using the second inequality in (5.2) with   =
2i   2,   = 2i   1 and + = 2M   1, the reader can see in an analogous way
that there exist no [i;M ] periodic solutions for 1 < i < M .685
6. The proof of Theorem 2.1.(i)
This section is the proof of Theorem 2.1.(i).
We introduce the following partial order. A pair of parentheses in a par-
enthetical expression is of 1st level, if it is not nested in any other pair of
parentheses. For n  2, a pair of parentheses is of nth level, if it is nested in an690
(n  1)th level pair, and not in any mth level pair for m  n.
An nth level subexpression is an nth level pair of parentheses, together with
all the numbers and parentheses enclosed by it.
Example. Consider the expression
1

((23) 4) 5 (67) 89

10 (6.1)
of 10 numbers for example. Then (1 (((23) 4) 5 (67) 89)) is a 1st level subexpres-695
sion, while (((23) 4) 5 (67) 89) is of 2nd level, ((23) 4) and (67) are of 3rd level,
and (23) is of 4th level. This example shows that a 1st level subexpression is
not necessarily the whole expression itself. We also see that not all 3rd level
subexpressions contain a 4th level subexpression.
Now suppose that a subexpression contains exactly the numbers i; i+1; : : : ; j.700
Suppose that f is a continuously dierentiable, nondecreasing function that is
dened on R or on a subinterval of R, and it satises (H2). We say that f
generates the subexpression if
 f has exactly j   i + 1 unstable xed points i < i+1 < : : : < j giving
the unstable equilibria ^i; ^i+1; : : : ; ^j ,705
 for all i0; j0 2 fi; : : : ; jg with i0 < j0, equation (3.1) with nonlinearity
f admits an [i0; j0] periodic solution if and only if there exists a pair of
parentheses in the subexpression that encloses i0; i0+1; : : : ; j0 and no other
numbers,
 these periodic solutions can be chosen to be slowly oscillatory.710
Functions generating the original parenthetical expression are dened in an anal-
ogous way.
Outline of the proof.
Set N  2, and consider a parenthetical expression of N numbers. The proof
of Theorem 2.1.(i) is already complete when this expression contains no paren-715
theses: we know from Proposition 5.3 that fN generates the trivial expression
12 : : : N . Otherwise xm  1 such that the expression contains at least one pair
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of parentheses of mth level, but none of (m+ 1)th level. The proof proceeds
by mathematical induction on the levels of the subexpressions from the mth
level to the 1st one: For all n decreasing from m to 1, and for each nth level720
subexpression, we construct a nonlinear function that satises (H1), (H2), (C)
and generates the given subexpression. Then as last step of the proof, we obtain
a nonlinearity that satises (H1), (H2) and generates the original parenthetical
expression.
Initial step.725
Suppose that n = m. Any mth level subexpression has the form (i : : : j),
where 1  i < j  N: By Propositions 5.4 and 5.5, nonlinearity fj i+1 dened
in (5.5) generates (i : : : j) and fullls (H1), (H2) and (C).
Inductive step.
Now suppose that 1  n < m, and there are functions that not only generate730
the (n+ 1)th level subexpressions, but also satisfy (H1), (H2) and (C). Fix a
subexpression of nth level. Let i; i + 1; : : : ; j denote the integers contained by
it.
If there exists no (n+ 1)th level subexpression within the subexpression
under consideration (i.e., it has the form (i : : : j)), we are ready by Propositions735
5.4 and 5.5.
Otherwise we use the nonlinearities generating the (n+ 1)th level subexpres-
sions and the functions fM dened in (5.3) as \building blocks" to determine a
nonlinearity f that generates the xed nth level subexpression. The procedure
is the following.740
Step 1. We divide the real line into intervals.
Step 2. We introduce a C1-function f^ dened piecewise on these intervals such
that f^ generates the "inner part" of the considered nth level subexpres-
sion (that is, the whole nth level subexpression except for that pair of
parentheses that encloses all numbers i; i + 1; : : : ; j). Roughly speaking,745
the restriction of f^ to any of these intervals will be either a transforma-
tion of fM , M  1, or of a nonlinearity generating an (n+ 1)th level
subexpression.
Step 3. At last we modify f^ by using Corollary 4.10 in order to get f generating
the given nth level subexpression.750
Step 1. (Partition of the real line.)
Let k  1 denote the number of (n+ 1)th level subexpressions nested in
the considered nth level pair of parentheses. Reading from the left, there is a
natural order among these subexpressions. We use this order and distinguish
1st, 2nd, ..., kth subexpression of (n+ 1)th level.755
We need to handle that there may exist integers among i; i+1; : : : ; j that are
not contained in any (n+ 1)th level subexpression. Let r1  0 be the number
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of integers among i; i + 1; : : : ; j that are smaller than any integer in the 1st
subexpression of (n+ 1)th level. For all l 2 f2; : : : ; kg, let rl  0 denote the
number of integers that are greater than any integer contained in the (l   1)th760
subexpression and smaller than any integer in the lth subexpression of (n+ 1)th
level. At last, rk+1 is the number of integers among i; i+1; : : : ; j that are greater
than any integer in the kth subexpression of (n+ 1)th level.
Example. Let us return back to our previous example (6.1). Assume that
n = 2, that is, we look for a nonlinearity f generating the 2nd level subexpression765
(((23) 4) 5 (67) 89). Then i = 2 and j = 9. As ((23) 4) and (67) are the 3rd level
subexpressions within this subexpression, k = 2. In addition, r1 = 0, r2 = 1
and r3 = 2.
Using k  1 and rl, l 2 f1; : : : ; k + 1g, dened as above, we introduce
k + 2 subintervals of the real line spaced at distances 2rl. The rst interval is770
I0 = ( 1; 0] with an arbitrary right end point 0 2 R. The endpoints of the
next k intervals Il = [l; l], l 2 f1; : : : ; kg, are dened as follows:
l = l 1 + 2rl and l = l + 2:
The length of Il is 2 for each l 2 f1; 2; : : : ; kg. At last, dene the left end point
of the last interval Ik+1 = [k+1;1) as
k+1 = k + 2rk+1:
With this procedure, we also obtain intervals Jl = [l 1; l], l 2 f1; : : : ; k + 1g,775
of length 2rl. Jl may be trivial as rl = 0 is allowed.
The idea behind this denition is simple. We will set the auxiliary function
f^ so that f^ jIl will generate the lth subexpression of (n+ 1)th level for all l 2
f1; : : : ; kg. If rl > 0 for some l 2 f1; : : : ; k + 1g, then f^ jJl will generate the
trivial parenthetical expression (i.e., the expression containing no parentheses)780
of rl numbers. The restrictions f^ jI0 and f^ jIk+1 will be constant functions.
The length of the intervals Il and Jl will play a key role later (in the proof
of Proposition 6.4).
Example. Consider example (6.1) again, and suppose that we look for an f gen-
erating the 2nd level subexpression (((23) 4) 5 (67) 89). Then I0 = ( 1; 0] =785
( 1; 0], I1 = [1; 1] = [0; 2] ; I2 = [2; 2] = [4; 6], I3 = [3;1) = [10;1) are
good choices. Interval J1 is trivial, J2 = [1; 2] = [2; 4] and J3 = [2; 3] =
[6; 10], see Figure 6.1.
Step 2. (The auxiliary function f^ .)790
We need the subsequent transformations. For a; b; c; d 2 R with a 6= c and
b 6= d, let La!b;c!d : R! R denote the linear map with L (a) = b and L (c) = d:
La!b;c!d (u) =
u  c
a  c b+
u  a
c  a d for u 2 R:
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J2 J3
I0 I1 I2 I3
] ]]
0= 1=0 1=2 2=4 2=6 3=10
[ [[
[[ ] ]
Figure 6.1: The partition of the real line in our example.
Then L 1a!b;c!d = Lb!a;d!c is the inverse of La!b;c!d.
If x is a solution of equation (3.1), then y, dened by y (t) = La!b;c!dx (t)
for all t in the domain of x, is a solution of795
_y (t) =  y (t) + g (y (t  1)) ; (6.2)
where
g : R 3 u 7! La!b;c!df (Lb!a;d!cu) 2 R: (6.3)
In particular, La!b;c!d creates a bijection between the periodic solutions and
the equilibria of (3.1) and (6.2). It is easy to see that for  = La!b;c!d,
g0 () = f 0 (), and therefore the transformation preserves the stability of
the equilibria. It is also clear that a periodic function x oscillates (slowly)800
about i; i+1; : : : ; j if and only if y = La!b;c!dx oscillates (slowly) about
La!b;c!di; La!b;c!di+1; : : : ; La!b;c!dj . The parenthetical expression gen-
erated by g is the same as the one generated by f .
Emphasizing the dependence of g on a; b; c; d, in the following we use the
notation805
Ta!b;c!df : R 3 u 7! La!b;c!df (Lb!a;d!cu) 2 R:
We are ready to introduce the auxiliary function f^ .
Let gl, l 2 f1; : : : ; kg ; denote the nonlinearity that generates the lth subex-
pression of (n+ 1)th level, furthermore satises (H1), (H2) and (C). By the
induction hypothesis, such gl exists. Let al 2 R and bl 2 R denote the smallest
and largest xed points of gl for each l 2 f1; : : : ; kg.810
We dene f^ : R! R using the following three rules.
(R1) Let
f^ (u) = Tal!l;bl!lgl (u) for all u 2 Il = [l; l] and l 2 f1; : : : ; kg :
(R2) For all u 2 I0 = ( 1; 0], set f^ (u) = 0. For all u 2 Ik+1 = [k+1;1),
set f^ (u) = k+1.
(R3) Whenever rl > 0, i.e., Jl = [l 1; l] is nontrivial for some l 2 f1; 2; : : : ; k + 1g,815
let
f^ (u) = T0!l 1;2rl!lfrl (u) for all u 2 Jl = [l 1; l] ;
where frl , dened by (5.3), denotes a nonlinearity that generates the trivial
parenthetical expression of rl numbers.
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It is easy to see the following proposition.
6.1. Function f^ satises (H1) and (H2).820
Proof. As the above used functions gl and frl satisfy (H1) and (H2), it suces
to prove that f^ is dierentiable at 0, at l and at l for all l 2 f1; : : : ; kg,
furthermore at k+1. The next three observations guarantee the dierentiability
of f^ at these points.
1. Recall that al 2 R and bl 2 R denote the smallest and largest xed points825
of gl for each l 2 f1; : : : ; kg. By condition (C), (gl)0+ (al) = (gl)0  (bl) = 0: Thus
by (R1), l and l are xed points of f^ jIl with f^ 0+ (l) = f^ 0  (l) = 0 for all
l 2 f1; : : : ; kg. (This is the rst place where condition (C) is used.)
2. By (R2), the points 0 and k+1 are xed points of f^ jI0 and f^ jIk+1 ,
receptively, furthermore f^ 0  (0) = f^
0
+ (k+1) = 0.830
3. Regarding rule (R3); recall that 0 and 2rl are the smallest and largest
xed points of frl , respectively. We also know that f
0
rl
(0) = f 0rl (2rl) = 0: Hence
if Jl = [l 1; l] is nontrivial for some l 2 f1; 2; : : : ; k + 1g, then l 1 and l
are xed points of f^ jJl with f^ 0+ (l 1) = f^ 0  (l) = 0.
Example. We return back to our previous example. Suppose g1 generates835
((23) 4) and g2 generates (67). Actually, our procedure gives that g2 = f

2 ,
where f2 is dened by (5.5). Now the auxiliary function f^ : R! R is given by
f^ (u) =
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
0 if u  0 = 0;
Ta1!0;b1!2g1 (u) if u 2 I1 = [1; 1] = [0; 2] ;
T0!2;2!4f1 (u) if u 2 J2 = [1; 2] = [2; 4] ;
Ta2!4;b2!6g2 (u) if u 2 I2 = [2; 2] = [4; 6] ;
T0!6;4!10f2 (u) if u 2 J3 = [2; 3] = [6; 10] ;
10 if u  3 = 10;
see Figure 6.2.
It is clear that for any l 2 f1; : : : ; kg, there exists pair of parentheses enclos-
ing all the numbers within the lth subexpression of (n+ 1)th level. In other840
words, the equation
_x (t) =  x (t) + gl (x (t  1)) (6.4)
admits at least one large-amplitude periodic solution ql : R! R that oscillates
about all the unstable xed points of gl. We know from Proposition 5.1 that
ql (R)  (al; bl).
Note that already gljql(R) generates the lth parenthetical subexpression. This845
comes from the fact that if r is a periodic solution of (6.4), and r does not
oscillate about all unstable xed points of gl, then r (R) ( q
l (R) by Proposition
3.4.
Dene pl : R! R by
pl (t) = Lal!l;bl!lq
l (t) for all real t;
where al; l; bl; l are dened as above. The following result is immediate.850
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Figure 6.2: The plot of f^ in our example. On the interval [0; 10], the graph of f^ lies in the
gray squares.
6.2. For all l 2 f1; : : : ; kg, pl (R)  intIl = (l; l). Function f^ jpl(R) generates
the lth parenthetical subexpression of (n+ 1)th level.
At last, let us collect what we know about the xed points of f^ .
(P1) It is obvious that 0 and k+1 are the smallest and largest xed points
of f^ , respectively, and f^ 0 (0) = f^ 0 (k+1) = 0. By construction, f^ has855
j   i+ 1 unstable xed points in (0; k+1).
(P2) Consider any l 2 f1; : : : ; k + 1g for which rl > 0. We know the exact
location of the xed points of f^ in the interval Jl = [l 1; l] because they
arise in the form L0!l 1;2rl!l; where  is a xed point of frl . As the
length of Jl is l   l 1 = 2rl, the transformation L0!l 1;2rl!l is only860
a shift of the real line: it maps all u 2 R to l 1 + u. Since 2s   1 is an
unstable xed point of frl for all s 2 f1; : : : ; rlg, we deduce that
l 1 + 2s  1; s 2 f1; : : : ; rlg ;
are the unstable xed points of f^ in Jl. Similarly,
l 1 + 2s; s 2 f0; 1; : : : ; rlg ;
are the stable xed point of f^ in Jl with zero derivative.
(P3) Regarding the xed points of f^ in Il, l 2 f1; : : : ; kg, it is important to865
note that as gl satises condition (C), f^ jIl satises (C) too.
Step 3. (The function f generating the considered nth level subexpression.)
Now, by modifying f^ , we can dene a nonlinearity f that generates the
xed nth level subexpression. In the following we apply Corollary 4.10 with
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A1 = B1 = 0 and A2 = B2 = k+1. The constants , K1 and K2 have to be870
chosen as given below.
By (P1), 0 and k+1 are the smallest and largest xed points of f^ , re-
spectively. Set  > 0 so small that all the other xed points of f^ belong to
(0 + ; k+1   ). By Proposition 6.2, pl (R)  intIl  (0; k+1) for all l. So
by decreasing  > 0 if necessary, we can achieve that the range pl (R) of the875
periodic solution pl is a subset of (0 + ; k+1   ) for all l 2 f1; : : : ; kg.
Choose
K1 < min
  (k+1   0)K0 + 0 + k+1
2
; 0
ﬀ
;
where K0 is the threshold number from Proposition 4.1. Let K2 = 0+k+1 
K1 > k+1.
Set880
f : R 3 u 7!
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
K1; u  0
1

f^ (u)

; u 2 (0; 0 + )
f^ (u) ; u 2 [0 + ; k+1   ]
2

f^ (u)

; u 2 (k+1   ; k+1)
K2 u  k+1;
(6.5)
where 1 and 2 are dened so that f : R! R fullls (H1), furthermore
1

f^ (u)

< f^ (u) for all u 2 (0; 0 + ) (6.6)
and
2

f^ (u)

> f^ (u) for all u 2 (k+1   ; k+1) : (6.7)
This choice of f is possible. The functions 1 and 2 can be selected as in the
denition of fM .
Example. Figure 6.3 demonstrates that in our example f^ has to be modied885
on the interval ( 1; ) [ (10  ;1) with some  > 0 to get a function f
generating (((23) 4) 5 (67) 89).
As f^ 0 (0) = f^ 0 (k+1) = 0, and as f^ has no xed points in (0; 0 + ) [
(k+1   ; k+1), it is true that
f^ (u) < u for all u 2 (0; 0 + ) and f^ (u) > u for all u 2 (k+1   ; k+1) :
This observation, (6.6) and (6.7) together imply that f possesses no xed points890
in (0; 0 + )[(k+1   ; k+1). Next we summarize what else we know about
the xed points of f .
6.3. Function f satises not only (H1) but also (H2) and (C). K1 and K2 are
the smallest and largest xed point of f , respectively, with f 0 (K1) = f 0 (K2) = 0.
Function f inherits all xed points  of f^ in the interval [0 + ; k+1   ] (that895
is, all xed points of f^ besides 0 and k+1) with f
0 () = f^ 0 (). It has no other
xed points. It follows that f has exactly j   i+ 1 unstable xed points.
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Figure 6.3: The plot of f in our example.
Let i < i+1 < : : : < j denote the unstable xed points of f^ and f .
Proof. We omit most of the proof as it is analogous to the proof of Proposition
5.4.We only verify that f satises (C) with   = K1 and + = K2.900
If r1 > 0, then the smallest unstable xed point of both f and f^ is i = 0+1
(see property (P2)). If r1 = 0, then the smallest unstable xed point of f and f^
is the one of f^ jI1 . By property (P3), f^ jI1 satises (C), so it has an unstable xed
point smaller than (1 + 1) =2 = 1 + 1 = 0 + 1. Summing up, i  0 + 1.
Similarly, j  k+1   1.905
Next we show that k+1   0  4. Let jIj denote the length of an interval
I  R. If k  2, then k+1   0  jI1j + jI2j = 4. If k = 1, then (as no
multiple enclosing of the same sublist of numbers allowed in a correct paren-
thetical expression) either r1 > 0 or r2 > 0. Suppose r1 > 0 for example. Then
k+1   0  jJ1j+ jI1j  4.910
In order to verify (C), we need to conrm that i < (K1 +K1) =2 < j . It
is enough to show that 0 + 1 < (K1 +K1) =2 < k+1   1. Actually, using the
equality K2 = 0+k+1 K1 and the inequality k+1 0  4, we obtain that
K1 +K2
2
=
0 + k+1
2
2 [0 + 2; k+1   2] :
By Corollary 4.10, the equation with this nonlinearity f has a periodic so-915
lution p : R ! R such that (0; k+1)  p (R)  (K1;K2). Necessarily p is
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an [i; j] solution. Let us see what we know about the other large-amplitude
periodic solutions. The length of the intervals Il and Jl becomes essential in the
proof of the following proposition.
6.4. Consider f : R ! R obtained above. Assume that equation (3.1) has an920
[i0; j0] periodic solution q : R ! R so that i  i0 < j0  j, and either i 6= i0 or
j 6= j0. Then an index l 2 f1; : : : ; kg can be given such that i0 ; i0+1; : : : ; j0 2 Il:
Proof. We need to exclude the following cases:
(i) i0 2 Jl1 and j0 2 Il2 with l1; l2 2 f1; : : : ; kg, rl1 > 0 and l1  l2,
(ii) i0 2 Jl1 and j0 2 Jl2 with l1; l2 2 f1; : : : ; k + 1g , rl1 > 0 , rl2 > 0 and925
l1  l2,
(iii) i0 2 Il1 and j0 2 Jl2 with l1 2 f1; : : : ; kg, l2 2 f2; : : : ; k + 1g, rl2 > 0
and l1 < l2,
(iv) i0 2 Il1 and j0 2 Il2 with l1; l2 2 f1; : : : ; kg and l1 < l2.
Suppose for contradiction that we are in case (i).930
1. We claim that j0   i0  2.
On the one hand, we show that j0  l2+1: Let E1 and E2 = fi0 ; i0+1; : : : ; j0g
be the sets of those unstable xed points of f about which pl2 and q oscillate,
respectively. It is clear that i0 2 E2nE1 and j0 2 E1 \ E2. It follows from
Proposition 3.4 that E1  E2, that is, the [i0; j0] periodic solution q oscillates935
about all unstable xed points of f in Il2 . In other words, j0 is the largest
unstable xed point of f in Il2 . Since f and f^ has the same unstable xed
points by Proposition 6.3, j0 is the largest unstable xed point of f^ in Il2 . As
the restriction of f^ to Il2 = [l2 ; l2 ] satises (C) by property (P3), we deduce
that940
j0  l2 + l2
2
= l2 + 1: (6.8)
(Note that this is the second place, where condition (C) is crucial.)
On the other hand, we prove that i0  l1   1. Since l1 1 + 2s   1;
s 2 f1; : : : ; rl1g ; are the unstable xed points of f in Jl1 = [l1 1; l1 ] by (P2)
and Proposition 6.3, a trivial upper bound for i0 is l1 1 + 2rl1   1 = l1   1.
As l1  l2 and thus l1  l2 , we obtain that945
j0   i0  l2 + 1  (l1   1) = 2: (6.9)
2. We divide case (i) into two subcases.
(a) First suppose that l2 < k or l2 = k and rk+1 > 0. In either case
l2 = sup Il2 is smaller than k+1, hence l2 is a stable xed point not only of
f^ but also of f . As K1 is also a xed point of f , and K1 < i0 < j0 < l2 ,
Proposition 5.1 guarantees that the range q (R) of the [i0; j0] periodic solution950
q is a subset of (K1; l2). So we can apply Proposition 5.2 with   = K1,
+ = l2 ,   = i0 and + = j0 . The rst inequality in Proposition 5.2 gives
that
1  log l2   i0
l2   j0
= log

1 +
j0   i0
l2   j0

: (6.10)
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As l2   l2 = 2; estimate (6.8) gives that l2   j0 < 1. This observation
together with (6.9) implies that the right hand side of inequality (6.10) is not955
smaller than log 3, which is a contradiction.
(b) Now suppose that l2 = k and rk+1 = 0. Recall from the beginning of
this proof that j0 is the largest unstable xed point of f in Ik = [k; k]. As
rk+1 = 0, we have k+1 = k, which means that f has no unstable xed points
greater than k. We conclude that j0 is the largest unstable xed point of f ,960
i.e., j0 = j. Then necessarily i0 > i by our initial assumption.
We claim that i0   1 is a stable xed point of f . This follows simply
from property (P2) and Proposition 6.3 if l1  2. If l1 = 1, the claim is the
consequence of (P2), Proposition 6.3 and the fact that i0 is not the smallest
unstable xed point f .965
We can apply Proposition 5.2 with   = i0   1, + = K2,   = i0 and
+ = j . The second inequality in Proposition 5.2 with (6.9) implies that
1  log j   (i0   1)
i0   (i0   1)  log 3;
which is a contradiction again.
Handling the cases (ii)   (iv) is analogous. In each case we can prove that
j0   i0  2. In each case we can apply Proposition 5.2 with   = i0 , + = j0970
and with   , + chosen so that +   j0  1 if j0 < j, and i      1 if i0 > i.
We omit the details.
Now it is easy to see the following.
6.5. Function f generates the nth level subexpression under consideration.
Proof. 1. First of all, by Proposition 6.3, f has j   i + 1 unstable xed points975
i < i+1 < : : : < j in (0; k+1).
2. Consider the pair of parentheses in the subexpression that encloses all the
integers i; : : : ; j (that is, the nth level pair of parentheses). It has been already
mentioned that the equation with the above constructed nonlinearity f has a
periodic solution p : R ! R such that (0; k+1)  p (R)  (K1;K2). This980
comes from Corollary 4.10. Necessarily p is an [i; j] solution. As the minimal
period of p is in (1; 2), it is slowly oscillatory, see Remark 3.3.
3. Assume that a given pair of parentheses in our nth level subexpression
encloses exactly the numbers i0; i0 + 1; : : : j0, where i  i0 < j0  j, and either
i 6= i0 or j 6= j0. Then there is l 2 f1; : : : ; kg such that this pair of parentheses985
is included the lth subexpression of (n + 1)th level. Recall from the denition
of f that
f j[0+;k+1 ] = f^ j[0+;k+1 ];
and hence f jpl(R) = f^ jpl(R). So by Proposition 6.2, f jpl(R) generates the lth
subexpression of (n+ 1)th level. This means that (3.1) with feedback function
f admits a periodic solution q : R! R oscillating slowly about i0 ; i0+1; : : : ; j0 .990
Conversely, suppose q : R! R is an [i0; j0] periodic solution of (3.1) so that
i  i0 < j0  j, and i 6= i0 or j 6= j0. By Proposition 6.4, an index l 2 f1; : : : ; kg
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can be given such that i0 ; i0+1; : : : ; j0 2 Il: Then either q oscillates about
all unstable xed points of f in Il, or q (R) ( p
l (R) by Proposition 3.4. As
f jpl(R) = f^ jpl(R) generates the lth subexpression of (n + 1)th level, we see in995
both cases that there exists a pair of parentheses that encloses only the numbers
i0 ; i0+1; : : : ; j0 :
Summing up, f generates the considered nth level subexpression.
Final step.
Assume that there are functions that generate the 1st level subexpressions,1000
furthermore satisfy (H1), (H2) and (C): It remains to show that the original
parenthetical expression can be generated. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 with n = 0.
Let f = f^ , where f^ is obtained in Step 2. It is clear that f fullls (H1), (H2)
and admits N unstable xed points. One needs to repeat the argument in the
proof of Proposition 6.4 with i = 1 and j = N to show that if q : R ! R is an1005
[i0; j0] periodic solution with 1  i0 < j0 < N or with 1 < i0 < j0  N , then
an index l 2 f1; : : : ; kg can be given such that i0 ; i0+1; : : : ; j0 2 Il: Then it
is easy to see { as in the proof of Corollary 6.5 { that f generates the original
parenthetical expression of N numbers. We omit the details of this part.
The proof of Theorem 2.1.(i) is complete. Note that all the periodic solutions1010
we constructed are slowly oscillatory. This property is needed to verify Theorem
2.1.(ii).
7. On the Floquet multipliers (The proof of Theorem 2.1.(ii))
Let us recall some facts from Floquet theory. Let  = 1 and suppose f : R!
R satises (H1). Suppose p : R ! R is a nonconstant periodic solution of1015
equation
_x (t) =  x (t) + f (x (t  1)) (3.1)
with minimal period ! 2 (1; 2).
Consider the monodromy operator M = D2(!; p0). It is well-known that
M' = z'! for all ' 2 C, where z' : [ 1;1) ! R is the solution of the linear
variational equation
_z(t) =  z(t) + f 0 (p (t  1)) z (t  1) (7.1)
with z'0 = '. The solutions of (7.1) are given by the variation-of-constants
formula:
z' (t) = en tz' (n) +
 t
n
es tf 0 (p (s  1)) z' (s  1) ds (7.2)
for all nonnegative integers n and t 2 [n; n+ 1].1020
As mentioned in the introduction, M is a compact operator, and 0 belongs
to its spectrum ﬀ = ﬀ (M). Eigenvalues of nite multiplicity form ﬀ (M) n f0g.
These eigenvalues are called Floquet multipliers. As _p is a nonzero solution of
the variational equation (7.1), 1 is a Floquet multiplier with eigenfunction _p0.
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The periodic orbit Op = fpt : t 2 [0; !)g is said to be hyperbolic if the gener-1025
alized eigenspace of M corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 is one-dimensional,
furthermore there are no Floquet multipliers on the unit circle besides 1.
The Floquet multipliers are invariant under the time shifts of p. If a 6= c
and b 6= d, then the Floquet multipliers are also invariant under the linear
transformation La!b;c!d mapping a to c and b to d: Consider the periodic1030
function q : R! R dened by q (t) = La!b;c!dp (t), t 2 R. Then q is a periodic
solution of _y (t) =  y (t) + g (y (t  1)), where
g : R 3 u 7! La!b;c!df (Lb!a;d!cu) 2 R:
As g0 (q (t  1)) = f 0 (p (t  1)) for all t 2 R, we see that the monodromy op-
erator corresponding to q and g is also determined by the linear variational
equation (7.1), i.e., it is the same as the monodromy operator corresponding to1035
p and f .
Let
D := f' 2 C : ' (s)  0 for all s 2 [0; 1]g and eD := f' 2 D : ' (0) > 0g :
The interior of D is

D = f' 2 C : ' (s) > 0 for all s 2 [0; 1]g :
The formula (7.2) shows that M (D)  D and M
 eD  D. Furthermore, we
see from (7.1) that for each ' 2 D, the function [0;1) 3 t 7! etz' (t) 2 R is1040
nondecreasing. In particular, z' (t)  e t' (0) for all ' 2 D and t  0.
We know from paper [17] of Mallet-Paret and Sell or from Appendix VII
of monograph [14] of Krisztin, Walther and Wu that Op has a real Floquet
multiplier 1 > 1 with a strictly positive eigenvector v1 if f
0 (u) > 0 for all
u 2 R. Modifying the argument shown in [14], one can prove the same assertion1045
under the weaker assumption f 0 (u)  0, u 2 R. Here we give the proof only for
the sake of completeness.
7.1. Assume that f : R! R satises (H1), and p : R! R is a periodic solution
of equation (3.1) with minimal period ! 2 (1; 2). Then there exists  > 1 and
' 2

D such that M' = '.1050
Proof. The rst step of the proof is to show that  > 0 and ' 2

D can be given
with M' = '. Consider the closed, convex and bounded set
A =

' 2 D : ' (0) = 1; [ 1; 0] 3 t 7! et' (t) 2 R is nondecreasing	  eD:
If ' 2 A, then M' = z'! 2

D, and [ 1; 0] 3 t 7! etz'! (t) 2 R is nondecreasing.
So the map
T : A 3 ' 7! 1
z' (!)
M' 2 C
40
is continuous and has range in A. Using the variation-of-constants formula1055
(7.2), one can derive a uniform bound for all jz' (t)j, t 2 [ 1; !], ' 2 A. Then
equation (3.1) yields a uniform bound for j _z' (t)j, t 2 [0; !], ' 2 A. Also note
that z' (!)  e !. Hence the derivatives
d
dt
T (') (t) =
1
z' (!)
_z' (t+ !) ; ' 2 A; t 2 [ 1; 0] ;
are also uniformly bounded. By the Arzela{Ascoli theorem, T (A)  A is pre-
compact. The Schauder xed point theorem yields that T has a xed point,1060
that is, there exists ' 2 A so that M' = z' (!)': Set  = z' (!). We have
already pointed out that  > 0. In addition,
' =
1

M' 2

D:
The next step is to verify that  > 1. First assume that  2 (0; 1). Then
' + " _p0 2 D for some " > 0 and Mn ('+ " _p0) = n' + " _p0 ! " _p0 =2 D
as n ! 1, which contradicts the fact that M (D)  D. Next assume that1065
 = 1. We may suppose (by shifting p if necessary) that _p (0) > 0. Choose
r > 0 such that ' + r _p0 2 Dn

D, i.e., ' (s) + r _p0 (s)  0 for all s 2 [ 1; 0] and
there exists s 2 [ 1; 0] with ' (s) + r _p0 (s) = 0. Then, on the one hand,
M ('+ r _p0) = ' + r _p0 2 Dn

D. On the other hand, ' (0) + r _p0 (0) > 0, hence
'+r _p0 2 eD andM ('+ r _p0) 2 D. We have obtained a contradiction. Therefore1070
 > 1.
Regarding the location of the Floquet multipliers, Theorem 2.1.(ii) states
more than Proposition 7.1.
We need Poincare return maps. Let a closed linear subspace H  C of
codimension 1 be given so that p0 2 H and _p0 =2 H. As before, let  denote the1075
solution semiow corresponding to (3.1), and let x' denote the solution of (3.1)
with initial segment '. An application of the implicit function theorem yields a
convex bounded open neighborhood N of p0 in H,  2 (0; !) and a C1-map  :
N ! (!   ; ! + ) with  (p0) = ! so that for each (t; ') 2 (!   ; ! + )N ,
segment x't belongs to H if and only if t = (') (see [3, 6] and Appendix I in1080
[14]). The Poincare map P is given by
P : N 3 ' 7! (('); ') 2 H:
Then P is continuously dierentiable, and p0 is a xed point of P . In addition,
P depends smoothly on the right hand side of (3.1) [6].
Let ﬀ (DP (p0)) denote the spectrum of DP (p0) : H ! H. We obtain from
Theorem XIV.4.5 in [3] that ﬀ (DP (p0)) n f0; 1g = ﬀ (M) n f0; 1g. For every1085
 2 ﬀ (M)nf0; 1g, the projection along R _p0 onto H denes an isomorphism from
the realied generalized eigenspace of  and M onto the realied generalized
eigenspace of  and DP (p0). This means that  6= 1 is a simple Floquet
multiplier if and only if  is a simple eigenvalue of DP (p0). By Theorem
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XIV.4.5, 1 =2 ﬀ (DP (p0)) if and only if the generalized eigenspace associated1090
with 1 and M is one-dimensional. It follows that Op is hyperbolic if and only if
DP (p0) has no eigenvalues on the unit circle.
The periodic solutions in the proof of Theorem 2.1 all arise in the form
La!b;c!dp, where a 6= c, b 6= d, and p : R ! R is given by Proposition 4.1.
For this reason let us consider a nonlinearity f 2 F (K) with K > K0 and1095
the periodic solution p : R ! R of Proposition 4.1. The initial function of p
is p0 = (a
) ; where a is dened by (4.19). In the following let us use any
other notation introduced in Section 4. Recall that the minimal period of p
is ! = ﬁ + 1 2 (1; 2). By construction, p0 2 H = f' 2 C : ' ( 1) = 0g and
_p0 =2 H. Consider the corresponding Poincare map P .1100
Since P is C1-smooth and has xed point  (a), there exists a convex open
neighborhood N^  N of p0 in H so that P 2 = P  P is dened on N^ . We will
use the following observation regarding the range of P 2.
7.2. Consider the periodic solution p : R! R of Proposition 4.1. There exists
an open neighborhood V  N^ of p0 in H so that if ' 2 V , then P 2 (') 2 
 
U3

.1105
Proof. If '! p0 in C-norm, then x'1 ! p1 in C1-norm. Hence if ' 2 V , where
V is an appropriate open ball in H centered at p0, then t1; t2; t3; t4 2 R can be
given close to t1; t2; t3; t4, respectively, such that
 1 < t1 < t2 < t3 < 0 < t1 + 1 < t4;
'
 
t1

= '
 
t2

= 1; '
 
t3

= x'
 
t4

=  1;
1110
' (s) > 1 for all s 2  t1; t2 and x' (s) <  1 for all s 2  t3; t4 :
It follows that x' is of type (K) on

t1 + 1; t2 + 1

and of type ( K) on
t3 + 1; t4 + 1

.
If V is small enough, then x' has a smallest positive zero ﬁ close to ﬁ 2
(t4; t2 + 1) in the interval
 
t4; t2 + 1

. Moreover, since x' is of type (K) on
t4; ﬁ
  t1 + 1; t2 + 1 and x'  t4 =  1, it is of type (K; 1) on t4 + 1; ﬁ + 1.1115
Observe that P (') = x'ﬁ+1, and we have already veried that
(a) P (') ( 1) = 0,
(b) P (') is of type (K) on
 1; t2   ﬁ,
(c) P (') is of type ( K) on t3   ﬁ ; t4   ﬁ,
(d) P (') is of type (K; 1) on t4   ﬁ ; 0.1120
If we set s1 = t2   ﬁ ; s2 = t3   ﬁ and s3 = t4   ﬁ , properties (a)   (d)
resemble properties (i), (ii), (iv) and (v) of Remark 4.2. However, for any
small neighborhood V of p0 in H, one can nd ' 2 V so that the equality
s2 = s1 + T1 is not satised. Regarding condition (iii) in Remark 4.2, we also
cannot guarantee that P (') is of type ( K; 1) on [s1; s2]. Hence it may happen1125
that P (') =2   U1 and thus P (') =2   U3.
By construction, p (t3 + 1) > 1 and p (t4 + 1) <  1. Therefore we may
achieve, by shrinking the radius of V , that x'
 
t3 + 1

> 1 and x'
 
t4 + 1

<  1.
In other words, we may achieve that P (')
 
t3   ﬁ

> 1 and P (')
 
t4   ﬁ

<
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 1. For such initial function ', let J  t3   ﬁ ; t4   ﬁ denote the subinterval1130
mapped by P (') onto [ 1; 1]. By property (c), P (') is of type ( K) on J .
It follows that the length of J is T1, and x
P (') is of type ( K; 1) on J + 1 =
ft+ 1 : t 2 Jg. Repeating the argument above, now it is easy to see that if
we take the neighborhood V small enough, then P 2 (') satises all conditions
(i)-(v) of Remark 4.2.1135
Using the smooth dependence of solutions on initial data and decreasing the
radius of V further, we can achieve that P 2 (') satises conditions (vi)-(vii) of
Remark 4.5, and thus P 2 (') 2   U3.
Let us recall Proposition 4.3 from [11].
7.3. Suppose that U0 and U1 are open subsets of Rm, U1  U0 and u0 2 U1. Let1140
X be a real Banach space, V0;V1 be open subsets of X with V1  V0, and let
x0 2 V1. Assume that the maps
Q : U0 ! Rm; R : U0 ! X; S : V0 ! X
are C1-smooth, Q (u0) = u0, R (u0) = x0, S (x0) = x0, Q (U1)  U0, S (V1) 
R (U1)  V0, moreover, DR (u0) 2 L (Rm; X) is injective and S (R (u)) =
R (Q (u)) for all u 2 U1. Then1145
ﬀ (DS (x0)) = f0g [ ﬀ (DQ (u0)) ;
and for each  2 ﬀ (DS (x0)) n f0g, the corresponding generalized eigenspaces of
DS (x0) and DQ (u0) have the same dimension.
Now we are in position to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Proof. [Proof of Theorem 2.1.(ii)] Recall that all the periodic solutions deter-
mined in the proof of Theorem 2.1.(i) are slowly oscillatory. They can be written1150
in the form La!b;c!dp, where a 6= c, b 6= d, and p : R! R is given by Proposi-
tion 4.1. As the Floquet multipliers are invariant under such linear transforma-
tions, it suces to prove that the periodic orbits given by Proposition 4.1 are
hyperbolic and have exactly one real Floquet multiplier outside the unit circle.
We show that this Floquet multiplier is greater than 1 and simple.1155
Set X = H and m = 1. Choose u0 to be the xed point a
 of F in U3 given
by (4.19), and let x0 = p0 = (a
). Let U0 be the open set on which F 2 = F F
is dened:
U0 =

a 2 U3 : F (a) 2 U3	 :
Choose V0 = V , where V is the open neighborhood of x0 = p0 in H given by
Proposition 7.2. Set1160
U1 =

a 2 U0 : F 2 (a) 2 U0 and  (a) 2 V0
	
:
Then U1  U0 is open and u0 2 U1. Let V1  V0 be an open ball with x0 2 V1
and P 2 (V1)  (U1). This set exists because P 2 (x0) = x0 2 (U1), P 2 is
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continuous, P 2 maps V0 into 
 
U3

by Proposition 7.2, and  (U1) is an open
subset of 
 
U3

.
Dene1165
Q = F 2 : U0 ! R; R =  : U0 ! H; S = P 2 : V0 ! H:
Proposition 4.8 shows that Q is C1-smooth, Proposition 4.3 gives that R is C1-
smooth and DR (u0) is injective. The map S is also smooth. Clearly Q (u0) =
u0, R (u0) = x0 and S (x0) = x0, moreover, Q (U1)  U0, R (U1)  V0 and
S (V1)  R (U1) hold. It is also clear that S (R (u)) = R (Q (u)) for all u 2 U1.
As Q is a one-dimensional map, Proposition 7.3 yields that DS (x0) has1170
at most one nontrivial eigenvalue which is simple. It follows that DP (x0) =
DP (p0) also has at most one nontrivial eigenvalue which is simple. (Indeed, if
 is an eigenvalue of DP (x0), then 
2 is an eigenvalue of DP (x0) DP (x0) =
DP 2 (x0) = DS (x0), and the generalized eigenspace of DP (x0) associated to
 is a subset of the generalized eigenspace of DS (x0) associated to 
2.) On the1175
other hand, from ﬀ (DP (p0)) n f0; 1g = ﬀ (M) n f0; 1g and from Proposition 7.1
it follows that DP (p0) has at least one real eigenvalue that is greater than 1.
Summing up, DP (p0) has exactly one nontrivial eigenvalue , which is simple,
real and greater than 1.
Notice that, although we used Proposition 7.3 with Q = F 2, we could avoid1180
calculating DF (a) with the aid of Proposition 7.1.
8. Perturbations of the feedback function
For U  R open, let C1b (U;R) denote the space of bounded continuously
dierentiable functions g : U ! R with bounded rst derivative. We consider
the usual C1-norm on C1b (U;R) : The nonlinearity constructed in the proof of1185
Theorem 2.1 belongs to C1b (R;R).
The following proposition is a particular case of a more general theorem of
Lani-Wayda [6]. This result is the key to our second main theoerm considering
perturbed nonlinearities.
8.1. Assume that  > 0, f 2 C1b (R;R) and p is a periodic solution of equation1190
(1.1) with minimal period ! > 1 such that Op = fpt : t 2 [0; !)g is hyperbolic.
Let a closed linear subspace H  C of codimension 1 be given so that p0 2 H
and _p0 =2 H. Let U  R be open with fp (t) : t 2 [0; !)g  U . Then there exists
an open ball B  C1b (U;R) centered at f , an open neighborhood V of p0 in H
and a C1-function  : B ! V  H with  (f) = p0 such that for g 2 B, the1195
solution x
(g)
of
_x(t) =  x(t) + g (x(t  1)) (8.1)
with initial value  (g) is periodic (and therefore can be dened on R). The
minimal period of x
(g)
is in (!   ; ! + ) with some  > 0. If g 2 B, and ' 2
V is the initial segment of any periodic solution of (8.1) with minimal period in
(!   ; ! + ), then ' =  (g). If kg   fkC1
b
(U;R) ! 0, then  (g) !  (f) = p01200
in C.
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The hyperbolicity of the periodic orbits implies that Theorem 2.1 remains
true for certain perturbations of the feedback function. The second main result
of the paper is the following.
8.2. Fix a parenthetical expression of N numbers, where N  2. Set  and f1205
so that (H0), (H0) and (H2) are satised, and Theorem 2.1 holds. Then there
exists an open subset U  R and an open ball B  C1b (U;R) centered at f such
that Theorem 2.1 remains true for all nondecreasing g 2 B.
Proof. Consider a parenthetical expression of N  2 numbers,  and f as given
in the theorem.1210
Even if we do not distinguish those periodic solutions that can be obtained
from each other by translation of time, we cannot exclude that equation (1.1) has
an innite number of large-amplitude slowly oscillatory periodic solutions. First
we select a nite number of them. Choose r > 0 and slowly oscillatory periodic
solutions p1; p2; : : : ; pr : R ! R so that whenever the numbers i; i + 1; : : : ; j1215
are enclosed by a pair of parentheses (not containing further numbers) in the
expression under consideration, then an index k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; rg can be given such
that pk is an [i; j] periodic solution. By our initial assumption, these solutions
can be chosen such that the corresponding orbits are hyperbolic and have one
real Floquet multiplier outside the unit circle, which is simple and greater than1220
1:
Fix an open subset U  R containing all the xed points of f and including
the ranges of p1; p2; : : : ; pr:
It is clear that if g 2 C1b (U;R) is close to f in C1b -norm, then (8.1) has the
same amount of equilibria with the same stability properties. Moreover, if1225
^1  ^2  : : :  ^N and ^g1  ^g2  : : :  ^gN
denote the unstable xed points of f and g, respectively, then^gi   ^i! 0 for all i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng as kg   fkC1
b
(U;R) ! 0: (8.2)
Let k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; rg be arbitrary. Set 1  i < j  N such that pk is
an [i; j] periodic solution. As the minimal period of pk is greater than 1, and
the corresponding orbit is hyperbolic, it comes from Proposition 8.1 and (8.2)
that a ball Bk  C1b (U;R) centered at f can be given such that for all g 21230
Bk, equation (8.1) also has a periodic solution p
k;g : R ! R oscillating about
gi ; 
g
i+1; : : : ; 
g
j and no other unstable xed points of g. By Proposition 8.1,
we may assume that the minimal period of pk;g is in (1; 2). Remark 3.3 shows
that if g 2 Bk is nondecreasing, then pk;g is slowly oscillatory. As the Floquet
multipliers depend continuously on the feedback function, we may also assume1235
that Opk;g =
n
pk;gt : t 2 R
o
has exactly one Floquet multiplier outside the unit
circle, which is real, greater than 1, and simple.
It remains to exclude the existence of unrequested large-amplitude periodic
solutions. Suppose for contradiction that for some 1  i < j  N , the numbers
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i; i + 1; : : : ; j are not enclosed by a pair of parentheses, and there exists a se-1240
quence (gn)
1
n=1 of nondecreasing functions in \rk=1Bk such that for all n  1,
kgn   fkC1
b
< 1=n holds, and equation
_x (t) =  x (t) + gn (x (t  1)) (8.3)
has a large-amplitude periodic solution qn : R! R oscillating about gni ; g
n
i+1; : : : ; 
gn
j
and no other unstable xed point of gn.
We can easily conrm that the minimal period !n > 0 of qn is smaller than1245
2 for each n  1. Consider Proposition 3.2.(i){(ii) with p = qn and  = gni . We
may suppose, by considering a suitable time translate of qn, that qn (t)  gni
for t 2 [0; n] and qn (t) < gni for t 2 (n; !n) with some n 2 (0; !n). If n  1
for some n, then Proposition 3.1 would imply that qn (t)  gni for all t > n,
which is impossible. So n < 1. Similarly, !n   n < 1. Summing up, !n < 2.1250
Since
sup
x2R
jgn (x)j  kgnkC1
b
 kfkC1
b
+ 1; n  1;
Proposition 4.9 yields that kqnt k  kfkC1
b
+ 1 for all n  1 and t 2 R: Then
(8.3) gives a uniform upper bound for k _qnt k, n  1, t 2 R: The Arzela{Ascoli
theorem hence implies the existence of a subsequence (qnk)
1
k=1 that converges
to a continuous function q : R! R as k !1 uniformly on each compact subset1255
of R. As (!n)
1
n=1 is bounded, we may suppose that !
nk ! !  0 as k ! 1.
It is easy to see (e.g., by using the variation-of-constant formula) that q is a
periodic solution of (1.1) with minimal period !: It is also clear that q is an
[i; j] periodic solution of (1.1). As f generates the parenthetical expression, we
arrived at a contradiction.1260
It follows that exists an open ball B  \rk=1Bk centered at f such that
equation (8.1) admits exactly the required large-amplitude periodic solutions
for all nondecreasing g 2 B, i.e., Theorem 2.1 remains true for all nondecreasing
g 2 B.
9. Closing remarks1265
9.1. The unstable sets of the periodic orbits
Consider a strictly increasing nonlinear function g 2 B and any large-
amplitude slowly oscillatory (LSOP) solution p : R! R given by Theorem 8.2.
As the orbit Op = fpt : t 2 Rg is hyperbolic, and it has exactly one Floquet
multiplier outside the unit circle, we expect the unstable set1270
Wu (Op) = f' 2 C : x' exists on R and x't ! Op as t!  1g
to be a two-dimensional C1-submanifold of C. Let ^  and ^+ denote the stable
equilibria with the property that   is the maximal xed point of g with   <
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mint2R p (t) and + is the minimal xed point of g with + > maxt2R p (t). We
claim that Wu (Op) nOp is the union of the two-dimensional heteroclinic sets
Cp  =
n
' 2 Wu (Op) : x't ! ^  as t!1
o
and1275
Cp+ =
n
' 2 Wu (Op) : x't ! ^+ as t!1
o
:
9.2. The exact number of LSOP solutions
Let us call two periodic solutions p : R ! R and q : R ! R signicantly
dierent if no constant T 2 R can be given such that p (t+ T ) = q (t) for all
t 2 R.
Our main results (Theorem 2.1 or Theorem 8.2) have not discussed the exact1280
number of signicantly dierent slowly oscillatory [i; j] periodic solutions in the
case when we do have [i; j] periodic solutions. In general we cannot expect
uniqueness. For N = 2, the paper [11] has given two slowly oscillatory [1; 2]
periodic solutions, and the periodic orbit corresponding to the rst solution
has three Floquet multipliers outside the unit circle, while the second one has1285
only one. It is an open question whether there exist slowly oscillatory [1; j]
periodic solutions for j  3 such that the corresponding orbit have more than
one Floquet multiplier outside the unit circle.
Although we cannot guarantee uniqueness, we can guarantee the existence
of an arbitrary number of [i; j] solutions. This statement can be formulated1290
precisely as follows. Fix N  2 and a parenthetical expression of N num-
bers. Assign an arbitrary positive integer ki;j to all numbers i and j such that
1  i < j  N and the integers i; i + 1; : : : ; j are enclosed by a pair of paren-
thesis not containing further numbers. Then there exists  and f satisfying
(H0){(H2) such that Theorem 2.1 holds with the addition that if there is a pair1295
of parentheses in the expression that contains only the numbers i; i + 1; : : : ; j,
then equation (1.1) has at least ki;j signicantly dierent [i; j] periodic solutions
p1; p2; : : : ; pki;j .
We do not intend to give a rigorous proof. We indicate the idea by giving a
nonlinearity fk for all k  1 such that fk satises (H1) and (H2), fk generates1300
(12 : : : N), and equation (3.1) has LSOP solutions p1; p2; : : : ; pk with (1; N ) 
p1 (R) ( p2 (R) ( : : : ( pk (R). This construction goes by induction on k. If
k = 1, then we are ready by Propositions 5.4 and 5.5. Suppose we have already
obtained the nonlinearity fk for some k  1. Then dene fk+1 as
fk+1 : R 3 x 7!
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
K1; x  min pk (R)  
1
 
fk (x)

; x 2 (min pk (R)  ;min pk (R))
fk (x) ; x 2 pk (R)
2
 
fk (x)

; x 2 (max pk (R) ;max pk (R) + )
K2 x  max pk (R) + ;
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where  > 0 is small, and K1; K2, 1 and 2 are dened so that f
k+1 : R ! R1305
satises (H1) and (H2), furthermore
1
 
fk (x)

< fk (x) < x for all x 2 (min pk (R)  ;min pk (R))
and
2
 
fk (x)

> fk (x) > x for all x 2 (max pk (R) ;max pk (R) + ) :
Using the techniques of this paper, it is easy to see that { with suitably chosen
;K1, K2, 1 and 2 { function f
k+1 possesses the required properties.
9.3. Further periodic solutions1310
A periodic solution of (1.1) is said to have small amplitude if it oscillates
only about one unstable xed point of f : R 3 u 7! f (u) = 2 R. It is easy
to guarantee the existence of such solutions: We know that as f 0 (i) increases
for some i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng, small-amplitude periodic solutions oscillating about i
appear via a series of Hopf bifurcations [8, 14, 15]. However, it is an open prob-1315
lem whether we can ensure their nonexistence for the nonlinearities discussed
in the paper. A related result on the nonexistence of small-amplitude periodic
solutions is found in [13].
This paper has not studied the existence of large-amplitude rapidly oscil-
latory periodic (LROP) solutions either. We call a solution x : [ 1;1) ! R1320
rapidly oscillatory if for any xed point  of f in the range x (R) of x, the
function [ 1;1) 3 t 7! x (t)    2 R has at least three sign changes on each
interval of length 1. We conjecture that the existence of LROP solutions can
be excluded for the nondecreasing feedback functions in Theorems 2.1 and 8.2
by rening our construction. It would suce to show that if K > K0 is not too1325
large in Proposition 4.10 and f 2 F (K) is nondecreasing, then equation (3.1)
has no periodic solutions with minimal period smaller than 1:
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